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ABSTRACT 

This research was geared primarily tn an investigation of 

the relationship between predicted behavior by means of the 

liors clinch test and behavior on the psycho dramatic stage. The subject 

population consisted of forty subjects divided into four diag

nostic groups — alcoholics, schizophrenics, brain damaged, and 

"normals" — equally divided by sex. All subjects were either 

patients or staff at DeV/itt State Hospital in Auburn, California. 

7/ithin an eight hour period each subject mas given the 

Rorschach test in standardized fashion and then run through eight 

specially constructed psychodranatic situations on a stage speci

fically prepared for this task. Psychodramatic variables were de

signed to be operationally defined counterparts of the Rorschach 

scores involved. Three judges vrere involved in scoring and ad

ministration. Judge A administered and scored the P.orschachs of 

the first twenty subjects, and scored the psychodrninatic performances 

of the last twenty. Judge 3 reverted this process, while Judge D 

was involved in scoring all forty Rorschachs and administering and 

scoring all psychodramatic performances. 

All statistical treatment was handled by a computer, using 

Fortran programming, and consisted primarily, of deriving Pearsonian 

correlation coefficients, contingency coefficients, and l.iann-Whitney 

U scores, interjudge reliabilities involved thirty-five variables, 

as did the main portion of the work. 
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Findings were as follows: 

(a) While a number of direct relationships vere 

found between 'Rorschach score patterns ana psychodrama 

action patterns, they vera in a distinct minority and 

tended t"> exclude what we commonly think of as the 

deeper levels of personality organization. 

(b) Diagnosis arrived at by means of the Rorschach 

and Psychodrama tended to show a paucity of agreement 

with diagnosis rendered by hospital personnel using re

sources other than psychological testing. 

• (c) There was little agreement between results de

rived in the present v;ork and those aciiieved in previous 

inves tigations, 

(d) Sex differences in performance were virtually non

existent. 

(e) The low number of significant intercorrelations 

among the psychodrama variables would seem to indicate 

that most are measuring distinctly different aspects of 

functioning. 

(f) On a number of variables one specific diagnostic 

group was found to deviate' markedly from the direction 

shown by the other three. 

(g) There was unusually, high inter judge reliability 

in scoring. Mean reliability for both Rorschach and 

Psychodrama was better than .900. 
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Many questions remain unanswered . An area of primary im

portance centers around the relationship bet·ween psychodramatic 

performance and real- life behavior . Another concerns the reasons 

underlying differing performances roaong the various diagnostic 

groups . A third focusses on the failure of the researchers in this 

study to agree with dia ~n ses by hospital staff , and yet another 

relates to the lacK of a greement of the findings in this study with 

those of previous researches . 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The research to be described in this paper was stimulated by 

the fact that, although the Rorschach test is being put to increas

ing use by clinical psychologists, relatively little is known about 

the possible relationships between what an individual does on the 

test and the manner in which he may be expected to behave in a real-

life situation. 

Frank (l9Uil-) typifies the clinical view, stating that the 

Rorschach "is especially effective for revealing how the individual 

organizes experience and for showing how he reacts affectively to 

life as his peculiar idiomatic way of meeting life situations." 

Clinicians speak of the Rorschach test as an ambiguous or 

unstructured stimulus situation (Piotrowski, 19U7j KLopfer, Ainsworth, 

Klopfer, and Holt, 195U.) As such, it is the way the examinee 

deals with the unstructured stimuli provided by the cards that is 

taken as the basis for the prediction of the individual's behavior 

elicited in a situation whose dimensions are purposely vague and 

unstructured. More simply stated, the assumption underlying the 

projective theory of the Rorschach is that behavior in an unstructured 

situation tells something of behavior in real life situations. 
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Contrary to such views, Gruen (1957), using perceptual judg

ments, found a situation where the Rorschach successfully predicted 

behavior under unstructured conditions, but not when the situation 

became more organized. This, in some measure, would seem to typify 

the dilemma encountered so often by clinicians (Hutt, Gibby, Milton, 

and Pottharst, 1950j Korner, 1950) where a "psychotic" record obtained 

within a mental institution reflects the psychotic behavior of the 

patient, while a similar "psychotic" record taken from a non-hospi

talized patient does not. 

Hertzmann and Pearce (19U7), Kornreich (1953), and, to some 

extent, Wittenborn (1950) have pointed out that prediction from 

Rorschach data to behavior cannot be unvariant and must take cogni

zance of the structure of the individual's life surroundings and his 

reactions to it, in order to be most meaningful. We must know some

thing about an individual's way of structuring reality before we can 

readily assume a parellelism that would enable us to jump from be

havior on an unstructured task to behavior that occurs under con

ditions that have structure and also impose a greater degree of 

reality consideration. 

The problem entailed in making such inferences has been passed 

over for too long by simply speaking of "potentials" (Korner, 1950) 

when face validity was evidently non-existent. Thus, it may be that 

Rorschach performance, rather than being directly related to social 



behavior, reflects behavior at the levels of fantasy and feeling 

far removed from "reality" considerations. It may be that for the 

psychotic there is no testing between fantasy and real life, but 

this conclusion may not be obtainable from Rorschach data alone 

(Kornreich, 1953) unless something is known of the individual's life 

experience. It is possible, in addition, that because the Rorschach 

is different as a stimulus situation from other socially-learned-

about stimulus situations, it elicits behavior at a different level 

of organization, a view expressed in Lindner's (19E>5>) notion of the 

correspondence of the Rorschach response with the dream. It would 

mean that Rorschach data and inter-personal data are data from 

different levels of behavioral organization and therefore are not 

strictly comparable, although they may supplement each other in 

rounding out our understanding of the individual. 

It will be argued by many that, in dealing with the riorschach 

and the psychodrama, the author is making the most unwarranted as

sumption of all: that it is possible to validate one unvalidated 

instrument by the use of another. Let it be made clear at the outset 

that no attempt is being made here to validate either the Rorschach 

or the psychodrama. The purpose of this work is to determine if a 

relationship exists between the two techniques and, if so, the 

nature of such relationship. 



To accomplish this purpose one must accept the same assumptions, 

for the moment, traditionally made by the hundreds of previous investi

gators dealine with either or both of these instruments: that the 

Rorschach is & reliable and valid predictor of real life behavior, and 

that the psychodrama is a reliable and valued sample of real life 

behavior. The attempts of the clinician to justify such assumptions 

to the experimentalist smack sharply and futilely of efforts by the 

lay and the clergy to find a common level of discussion about matters 

spiritual. It suffices that -with regard to the Rorschach test, for 

example, two concomitant trends exist in-the -world today, both of 

which are essential to the evolution of progress and enlightenment: 

clinicians are turning more and more to the -widespread use of the 

Rorschach test and, -what is better — or worse — lauding it because it 

•works: experimentalists are attacking the Rorschach -with increasing 

vehemence, questioning its use because nobody can "prove" it -works. 

The science of psychology has built upon and owes its progress 

to such foundations. Without either faction enlightenment in the 

field -would suffer greatly. The experimentalist can no more accept 

•what has not been carefully demonstrated to exist than can the 

clinician relinquish an instrument -which, he is convinced, has proved 

of pragmatic value, whether demonstrated by scientific method or not. 

With regard to this paper, the author has no desire to belabor 

this contentious issue. Such conflicts will hopefully be resolved in 



future. In the interim, one must live and function in the existing 

world. Should the hypothesis proposed here prove to be still-born, 

one can but once again attempt theoretical explanations for the failure, 

arguing -with weapons dictated most probably by -whether his allegiance 

lies -with the clinician or the experimentalist. Such an eventuality 

strikes me as being no -worse (and perhaps a bit better) than the con

dition existing to date. On the other hand, if strong positive re

lationships are found bet-ween the Rorschach and psychocirama, the 

dilemma is by no means solved, but additional justification for further 

investigation of both techniques would then appear -warranted. 

Sincae readers will have varying familiarity with the two instru

ments involved, particularly the psychodrama, some brief statements 

about their structure and function would seem to be in order. 

While both techniques are known as "projective", there has been 

considerable controversy as to whether or not this is appropriate 

usage. Pioneers in the field (Cattell, 1936; Murray, 1937 J Sears, 

1936) used the term in the sense of the ego defense mechanism of pro

jection, as first defined by Sigmund Freud (1933)> and later by 

Anna Freud (1937)• It was not long before it was recognized that other 

ego defense mechanisms, like fantasy and reaction formation, might be 

used in precisely the same way, to reveal dynamics of the total person

ality. The preference of one worker (Cattell, 1951) is to call this 

class of instruments by the name of "defense dynamism test." 

While there are innumerable alternatives, the last mentioned 



term appears to me most appropriate, particularly when dealing with 

the psychodrama, which presumes to elicit life-record data in a 

miniature test situation, the latter term describing a method to 

•which considerable early research was devoted (Downey, 19^3;Hartshorne, 

May, and Shuttleworth, 193 Oj Crutcher, 193Uj Ryans, 1938; Cummings, 

1939J Brogden, 19U0.) 

The Rorschach test consists of ten symmetrical ink-blot 

designs, printed on white paper 8 by 10 3/U inches in size. All 

the figures are centered on white paper, which is mounted on stiff 

cardboard. They are presented to the subject one at a time, always 

in the same order. The subject's task is to freely state what the 

blot looks like, reminds him of, etc. The Rorschach is stated to be 

a multidimensional test, measuring personality operations along three 

major dimensions: conscious intellectual activity, the externalized 

emotions, and internalized emotional living (fantasy). The literature 

is so replete with references to the technique, an invariable tool 

for most clinicians, that little else of value regarding structure and 

use can be added here. 

The psychodrama, particularly diagnostic psychodrama, is less 

well known, and deserves some brief history and description. Accord

ing to its originator, J. L. Moreno (I9kt>), the technique was born on 

Foods' Day, April 1, 19^1, "between 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.M. In essence, 

it may be described as "an analytical procedure through dramatized 

sessions whereby a group structure is built about the patient, giving 

the therapist a medium for exploring his inter-personal relationships" 

(Bengs, 1951.) 
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In the classical use of psychodrama we have, first, a stage, 

usually ovoid or circular in shape, with three or four concentric 

levels. These levels permit great scope for movement and the expression 

of distances, as "well as providing means for indicating differences 

in the warm—up stages of subjects and actors. The area nearest the 

floor is thought of as the level of conception, the second the level 

of growth, the third (the actual stage, the amount with the greatest 

area) as the level of conception and action, and the fourth (the 

balcony) as the level of exaltation or elevation (Moreno and Moreno, 

1 Q)|)|). Colored floodlights may be used to create or enhance mood 

effect. Ideally, photographic and recording techniques are utilized 

to capture all possible activity. 

Other than the subject, all participants in the play are called 

"auxiliary egos" or "alter egos". These are actors trained specifi

cally for participation in the psychodrama. All persons on the stage 

are without scriptsj acting is totally spontaneous. The task of the 

subject is to act out his problem. The duties of the alter ego are 

two-fold: he must accept whatever role the subject imposes upon him, 

and he must act, as closely as possible, in a manner calculated to 

draw the subject into the situation, reflecting real-life conflicts, 

attitudes, etc. The role of the spectator is also two-fold j he 

must understand what he sees and hears, and he must relate it to his 

own experience (Schauer, 1951). The aim of the therapeutic psycho

drama is to achieve, in the subject, an action catharsis and true 

emotional and intellectual insight into his problems (Cornyet21,1914.7). 
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Relatively little has been done in the area of diagnostic 

psychodrama. Its first mention occurs in 1933 (Moreno, 193U)* Among 

others -who have since had contact of one type^ or another "with the 

instrument are Atterbury (191*5 )j Bronfenbrenner and New comb (191*8), 

Herriot (191*0), and Shapiro (1951). Frans (191*2) has remarked that 

Moreno's technique is equivalent to interviewing in many respects, 

but has the advantage of reducing the possibility of concealment of 

facts and allowing the data to be gathered in a situation somewhat 

akin to real life. 

In addition to psychodiagnosis per se, the psychodrama has 

been employed in some unique ways. It has been used to study atti

tudes toward commodities (Dichter, 19UU)5 in leadership training 

(Lippitt, 19l*3)j even suggested for use in the home to solve domestic 

problems (Lippitt, 19i*7). It has shown good potential for achieving 

job adjustment (Solby, 19l*l|)j has been used to examine medical candi

dates (Kay, 191*7)* as in-service training for psychiatric social 

workers (Hagan and Kenworth, 1951)* and to train clinicians (Merchant, 

19Ul). In 19U8 the technique was imported to France by Mirreville 

Monod (191*0), who reported most favorable results. At present, with 

psychodramatic units springing up all over the country, the strong

holds of psychodrama are located at St. Elizabeth's Hospital in 

"Washington, D. C., the Therapeutic Theatre at Beacon Hill in Beacon, 

Hew York, and the Psychodrama Institute on Park Avenue in New York City. 



It would seem appropriate at this point to identify and clarify 

a few of the more traditional role-playing formulae used in psychodramaj 

Substitute Role Techniquei (The patient is requested to act 

out someone else.) 

Llirror Technique: (The alter ego takes the part of the patient 

and mirrors his behavior back to him.) 

Acting Out Technique: (The patient plays himself.) 

Reversal Technique: (Someone else plays the role of the patient 

and the patient plays someone in relationship to himself.) 

Double Ego Technique: (The patient and the auxiliary ego 

objectify different sides of a conflict.) 

The .fifth, second and fourth techniques, respectively, are based 

on the three stages of development in the infant, as expostulated by 

:,roreno (1952): the stage of identity, recognition of self and recog

nition of others. 

A discussion of the instrument yjould be incomplete without de

voting considerable space to some theoretical views of psychodrama and 

role taking in general, as well as citing various studies bearing on 

the reliability and validity of role playing, and the extent to which it 

approximates real life behavior. 

L'ann (1956) defines a role playing situation as one in which 

"an individual is specifically asked to take a role not normally his 

own, or if his own, in a setting not normally for the enactment of 
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the role." The former is designed Tor assessing personality, the 

latter a method for producing personality and behavioral changes. 

Early work in role playing as an assessment procedure was strictly 

qualitative. In 19U5 Moreno and Moreno (19U5) used role playing to 

study the social stereotypes of children. Eaton (19U7) summarized 

role playing experiments used during World War II, designed to test 

for leadership, while the O.S.S. ( O.S.S. Assessment Staff, 19U8) 

employed the technique for the general assessment of men. Bronfen-

brenner and Newcomb (19U8) contributed proposed standardized-assess

ment procedures. 

Quantitative interests began with a concern about the relia

bility and validity of the various instruments. The first to deal 

with reliability were Rotter and Wickens (I9I48), who found interrater 

correlations varying between .55 and .71. Stanton and Litwak (un

published manuscript), using five judges and tape recordings of role 

playing situations, obtained a mean reliability coefficient of .90 

(rho). While Moldawsky (1951), utilizing the same technique, obtained 

an interrater reliability coefficient of .89. Kelly and Fiska (1951) 

averaged the judges' ratings, corrected them with the Spearman-Brown 

formula, and. obtained a reliability of .76. Perhaps most crucial to 

this paper is the work of Borgatta and Bales (1953c), who found that 

the kinds of behavior which an individual initiates and receives are 
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about as consistent in role playing as in "actual behavior." The 

above mentioned studies tend to confirm the possibility of establish

ing reliable systems of observing role playing behavior. 

In regard to validity, Borgatta alone (195UJ 1955) and in 

collaboration with Bales (1953aj 1953bj 1953c), in a series cif reports, 

described the results of a study in -which subjects, assigned to 166 

three-man groups, alternately role-played and behaved "actually" in 

an experimental setting. Perhaps the most striking finding was that 

the correlation between total rate of interaction initiated and re

ceived over the two situations was .76, .66, .58, and .58, respectively. 

(A correlation of .17 was significant at the .05 level of confidence.) 

From these studies, as well as those cf Stanton and Litwak (unpublished 

manuscript) and Kelly and Fiske (1951), it can be said that there is 

some evidence to indicate that valid predictions of inter-personal 

behavior can be made from role playing assessment procedures. 

In reference to the more theoretical aspects of psychodrama, 

there have been a number of interesting studies. Taft (1955) claims 

that role taking involves two different types of empathys individual 

and mass. The former is an intuitive process by which one experiences 

the thoughts and feelings of another person. The latter is an infer

ential process whereby one uses socially shared, conventional frames 

of reference about groups and group members as a basis for predicting 

their behavior. Milgram (i960) adds cognitive ability to empathic 
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requirements, and has demonstrated, in light of general agreement that 

brain damaged patients suffer some degree of cognitive deficit (Hunt 

and Cofer, 19UU), that the inability to inhibit one's dominant or pre

ferred mode of response is a specific characteristic of thought patho

logy in organic brain damage. Just as the organics of this study de

monstrated cognitive deficiency, so did the schizophrenics evidence 

empathic difficulties, bearing out the views of Helf (1956.) 

Finally, Solem (1957) attempted to determine the relative 

merits of two primary theories concerning the nature of involvement. 

One, held by such workers as Levy (19US), Rosenberg (1951), and others, 

is that involvement is based on identification as defined in psycho

analytic theory. The other, whose chief exponent is 1,'aier (1952), holds 

that involvement is based upon situational forces. 

The two key assumptions in identification theory are: 

1. That identification in role playing is a conscious, 

deliberate process but, when a role is closely related to 

previous experience, unconscious identification may occur 

and thus produce emotional reactions. 

2. That there is no person with -whom to identify, but 

rather a role model or idiosyncratic image after which the 

role player attempts to pattern his behavior. 

The implication here would seem to be that involvement is 

essentially intellectual, and might be conceived of as the ability- of 

the individual to act. 
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In situational theory the distinction between conscious and 

unconscious factors for involvement is irrelevant. Whether a role 

player is conscious or unconscious of his personality attributes is 

immaterial, because it is assumed that a role player does not merely 

react as he thinks the role model would react, but, to all intents 

and purposes, is +.lie role character. 

The inference in this case is that emotional involvement will 

occur whenever situational forces are such as to produce role-insti-

gated conflict between persons, or the experience of threat in a 

participant. Since such factors are under the control of the trainer 

or experimenter, it would seem possible to create situations in which 

the participants are caused to experience and show reactions similar 

to those in real life. As French (19U10 has pointed out, such reactions 

will occur on what Lewin (1936) conceives to be a level of irrealityj 

however, qualitatively, they will be the same as real life. To the 

extent that is desired such reactions will be on a feeling basis, and 

not on an intellectual level of generalized knowledge about the 

supposed feelings of others. 

Solem's (1957) results favor those of Maier (1952), and are in 

agreement with the views of the author of this paper. Thus, the task 

here will be to select psychodramatic situations so constructed as to 

create a particular set of situational forces, not to present person

ality sketches of role models with whom the role players may consciously 

or deliberately try to identify themselves. 
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Since this paper -will utilize certain categories of specific 

emotional disturbances this introduction will conclude with certain 

essential background material, including previous efforts to diagnose 

the alcoholic, schizophrenic, and brain damaged by means of the 

Rorschach test. 

The Rorschach and the Alcoholic 

The administration of the Rorschach test to alcoholic subjects 

prior to 19U2 failed to delineate a typical alcoholic personality, 

as indicated in the research sunmary by Klopfer and Kelley (19U2). 

Several studies since then, however, have disclosed traits considered 

characteristic of the alooholic (Buhler and Lefever, 19U7j Halpern, 

19U6; Seliger and Cranford, 19U5} Billig and Sullivan, 19U2). 

Billig and Sullivan (19U2) found that the characteristic 

picture was one of self-centered wish-fulfillment (FM M), weak 

emotional control (FC < CF + C), and anxiety and concern about the 

body (At %), Shereshevski-Shere and others (Shereshevski-Shere, 

Lasser, and Gottesfeld, 1953) found that the At response of normals 

to alcoholics to schizophrenics stood in the proportion of 1:2:1*,. 

respectively. (It is generally accepted that a normal record should 

have no more than one At response.) Sullivan (Billig and Sullivan, 

19U2), in addition, found rather high ambition with limited actual 

achievement (W-f : M). Some work by Halpern (19U6) tends to bear 

out these last findings. Using 18 patients who had been institution

alized for chronic alcoholism and 29 compulsive drinkers who had 
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either stopped drinking or were drinking less, he found that on a 

vocational interest test the subjects showed a marked aversion to 

sedentary work of a routine nature, and on a level of aspiration 

test they tended to overestimate their speed, take chances, and ex

pose themselves to failure. 

The Shereshevski-Shere (1953) study concluded that both 

schizophrenics and alcoholics (the former being more extreme) have 

intense difficulty in handling aggression and reality. A significant 

majority demonstrated an F+ % less than 65. (F+ % is considered as 

representing ego strength and integrity, reflecting the ability to 

perceive reality with optimum accuracy and minimal distortion.) 

Button (195b), working with t>7 alcoholics, diagnosed alcoholism 

without psychosis, compared his data with the most intensive study 

yet made in this area that by Buhler and Lefever (19U7). His 

study also presents the normative data of Cass and McReynolds (1951)> 

based on 10U normal adults, for all the Rorschach scoring categories 

and three scoring ratios. In regard to the determinants, he found 

that alcoholics were significantly lower in M, m, K, FK, F, Fc, C', 

and CFj higher in C (although not significantly)j about equal to 

normals in FM, k, and FC, In the realm of location scores they -were 

higher in W % and d and lower in W, D, D %y d, Dd, and S (includ

ing Dd/S %). Content-wise, they were higher in A % and lower in A, 

Ad, H, and Hd. With few exceptions (C, ¥ $, d %, A %), alcoholics 

tended to be more constricted, even barren, in their responses than 
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did normals. This finding seems reasonable since the conflicts of 

alcoholics, almost by definition, are acted out in behavioral terms 

(drinking), 'whereas the psychological processes that determine the 

responses of non-alcoholic persons must be expressed in other terms. 

Button's (1956) study shewed substantial agreement with four 

of the six alcoholic signs found by Billig and Sullivan (19U2), 

Seliger and Cranford (19U5)> and Halpern (19U6), namely: 

1. Poor M. 

2. High W % and low D %. 

3. High C. 

U. (GF4- C) > FC. 

The study also found agreement -with Buhler and Lefever (19U7) in their 

primary finding. Button sees anxiety as a goal-directed reaction, in 

its effect of constricting output, whose aim is to conceal the alco

holic's ill-suppressed feeling of urrworthiness and inadequacy. This 

concept is not contradictory to that of Buhler and Lefever, but may 

actually offer an explanation of the "loss of control11 noted by these 

authors, who worked with one hundred alcoholics in an early study, 

comparing them with normals, a combined neurotic, a general socio-

pathic, and a non-psychotic brain damaged group. Utilizing 99 signs 

for the discrimination of the different clinical groups, they found 

their greatest difference between the alcoholic and the normal groups. 

Their primary finding was significantly high anxiety and apprehension 

(k + K -+• FK), in conjunction with low tension tolerance (low m) in 



the alcoholics. They attempted to analyze this pattern by discrimi

nating it from other m and K distributions, especially those found in 

psychoneurotics and sociopaths, who show high tension tolerance vjith 

much anxiety for the former, ana lov; tension tolerance and little anx

iety for the latter. 

In the psychoneurotic, according to Ereud, anxiety results from 

tension which can neither be discharged adequately nor be controlled 

further, and psychoneurotic anxiety is a reaction to the loss of long 

built-up control. Lefever and Buhler (I9h7) state that, in the case 

of the alcoholic, anxiety "seems to result from the loss of control in 

acute tension situations which the alcoholic cannot stand, and from 

which he therefore immediately escapes." This acute tension is his 

problem. The authors contend that the escape to alcohol is not a 

parallel to psychoneurotic symptoms, which are reactions to un

conscious deep-level conflicts. The escape to alcohol is escape from 

acute pressure, whether aggravated by deep-level conflicts or not. 

Differing from the psychopath, the alcoholic escapes with a bad con

science. The interpretation of this difference is found, as is 

generally agreed by workers in the field, in the alcoholics' better 

functioning rationality (high F %)3 greater self-criticism (FK), 

greater sensitivity (Fc), and better emotional responsiveness ( C). 

Both the alcoholic and the sociopath falter under the strain of begin

ning a career and fa-nily responsibilities. 
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The Rorschach and the Schizophrenic 

Vinson (i960) describes schizophrenic functioning as followsi 

"They demonstrate autistic thinking and blocking of the associative 

process. They also appear perplexed, impulsive, unstable, and emotion

ally labile. Affect tends to be inappropriate. They have difficulty 

in thinking along the same lines as others, and are critical and de

preciating of others. They tend to be arbitrary in their thinking and 

negativistic in their behavior. They tend to have unresolved conflicts 

over 'emancipation* and have difficulty in handling aggressive impulses 

and sexual conflicts. Their environment is perceived as threatening 

and their guilt is projected." In a very recent study he compared 

protocols of a large number of mixed schizophrenics with a control 

group of normals, with the following results: 
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Category % Normal % Schizo 

No crude color 60 1 

M > FM 80 22 

K
 

V
 
o
 

62 UO 

FC > CF 99 68 

F % 20-55 68 U8 

(H + A) > (Hd -1- Ad) UO 2 

P > 3 72 38 

Dd/S % > 10 70 UO 

A % 30-50 55 35 

No (H) 35 "20 

No WI 58 25 

No Perplexity 30 1 

No Cn 2.7 1 

No Impotence 20 5 

No Perseveration 38 30 

No ghosts, frightening figures, etc. 35 2 

No masks 55 30 

No sex 20 1 

No blood 25 10 

No spiders, crushing, etc. 33 20 

With a criterion of clinical rating he summed the twenty categories, 

took the mean of the normals, obtained a coefficient of colligation 

(a conservative estijnate of association), and found the difference 

significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
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Kendig (19U9) e voire d nine signs as indicative of schizo

phrenia s 

1. Loss of D. 

2. W often high, but of low form level. 

3. M-. 

h. F f % < 70. 

5. o-. 

6. High CF. 

7. Few P. 

8. Few H and Hd. 

9. Numerous "eyes" responses (in paranoid schizophrenics.) 

Pietrowski (19U5) proposed three different procedures which can 

be followed when using the Rorschach as an aid in the diagnosis of 

s ch iz ophrenics j 

1. The Pathogenic Diagnostic Procedure, whereby the de

termining signs specific to schizophrenia are employed, such 

as the three proposed by Rorschach( 19U2)J contamination (un

intelligible condensation of two or more images into one, 

without the patient being aware of it)j undue variations in 

form level; responses being determined merely by the location 

of the number of determined responses (i. e. •'heart'1 because 

the location is in the middle of the area, or two dots 

identified as "parents" because they are two in number.) 
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2. The Tabular Procedure, in which dynamics are ignored 

and signs are simply counted or tabulated. 

3. The Systematic Diagnostic Procedure, based upon 

percept-analysis. 

Two recent studies (Watkins and Stauffacher, 1952j Powers and 

Hamlin, 1955) have shown that an Index of Pathological Thinking, based 

upon Rapaport's classification of aberrant verbalizations, discrimi

nates between psychotic, neurotic, and normal groups. Pope and 

Jensen (1957) reexamined the reliability of the Index and investi

gated its validity against the criterion of observed clinical changes 

in schizophrenic patients. They found the reliability (rank order 

correlation) of the Index as a whole to be .85, whereas the reliability 

obtained when scoring individual responses proved to be .80. 

Thiesen (1952) undertook a pattern analysis of Rorschach scor

ing summaries, with the object of identifying certain quantitatively 

expressed syndromes or combinations of Rorschach variables which are 

associated with schizophrenia and are non-occurring or extremely rare 

in normals. Ha utilized twenty of the major Rorschach scoring cate

gories (R, F+ %, P, A %, Z, F %, D %, W %, Dd %, C,r C, M, M-, S, At, 

Sex, x, Dff, and FC+-.) Statistical limits yrere set for low, medium, 

and high values, and then a pattern analysis was made, resulting in 

five patterns being found significant at better than the ,001 level of 

confidence. 
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Taulbee and Sisson (195U) conducted a cross-validation study, 

with the following results: 

Pattern Thiesen Taulbee and Sisson 

1. Anatomy: High 

Sex: High .001 .002 

2. F-f- %t Low 

Z: Low- .001 .11+ 

3. FC: Low 

M: Low 

A %x Low .001 .02 

U. F + %i Low 

P: Low 

A %i Low .001 .oU 

5. DW: High 

FCl Low .001 Not significant 

Criteria for "high" were: 

At: 3 (including sex) 

Sex: 1 

DW: 1 

Criteria for "low" were: 

Ft %t 0*68.9 

Z: 0-7.5 

FC: 0 

M: 0 

A %: 0-33.9 

P: 0-U 

Protocols were soored by the revised Beck (19U9) system. Patterns 

1, 3, and U were confirmed. 
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The Rorschach and Organicity 

Spreen (1955), in his article, "Frontal Brain Injuries. . 

states that efforts should be directed toward differentiating be

tween dorsal and basal injuries; "... the former often show signs 

of retardation, constriction, perplexity, while the latter produce 

Rorschach indications of repression, irritability,rigidity, and lack 

of ideation." 

Dorken and Krai (1952) proposed seven signs, the absence of 

which indicate probable organicity, the presence of which (to a 

specified degree) serve to contraindicate organic defect: 

1. (M + m) > 2. 

2. (k ̂  K +- FK)/ 0. 

3. (Fc FC) 7 2. 

b. Rf 20. 

5. S '7- 0 (with one exception: the inside S,A.t,VIII, 

central, top l/3.) 

6. Total form level greater than +- 20. 

7. 0t-fo>l5. 

Perhaps the most well known of the organic sign systems is that 

developed by Piotrowski (1936a; 1936b), as follows: 

1. R-<f 15. 

2. Average T/R one minute (as opposed to 3A minutes for 

normals.) 

3. M (organicity) : M (normalcy) - 1 : 3« 

[(.. On. (Normals give none.) 



5. F -t % 70. (Normals: 80. ) 

6. P (organicity) P (normalcy) - 25% : 30% 

7. Perseveration. 

8. Impotence (a response given under recognition of 

its inadequacy.) 

9. Perplexity (the inability to decide for oneself 

whether or not the task has been performed well . ) 

10. Automatic or pet phrases used indiscriminately. 

While Piotrowski states that the appearance of any five of the 

ten signs in a single record is an indication of organic brain diun.age, 

he goes on to list the other signs which, while not necessarily 

critical in nature, would tend to strengthen the or ganic picture by 

their presence: 

1 . Abnormal frequency of C responses . (Organics average 

30%, normals 10%. ) 

2. Abnormal distribution of C categories . (In normals 

FC, CF, and C average 2-3, 1, and o, respectively. In 

organics CF, FC, and C are about equal . 

Reitan (1955b) found that only five of Piotrowski's ten and 

ten of Aita•s (Aita, Reitan, and Ruth, 1947) nine signs dis

tinguish between normals and the brain damaged: 

1. Repetition. 

2. Impotence . 

J . Perplexity. 
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h. ?+%< 70. 

5. T/R<60". 

6. C R (failure to give a single response character

izing the quality or attribute of the object mentioned.) 

7. Def (unclear definitions inability to point out 

clearly details of responses.) 

8. Catas (catastrophic reaction: overeraotional display 

expressing frustration arising from test situation.) 

9. Infix (failure to use any part of the inkblot for 

more than one association.) 

10. ¥ & R (withdrawal and re-attack: voluntary removal 

of attention from the card, only to return with renewed 

vigor.) 

Using the Beck (19U9) scoring system, Reitan (1955b) uti

lized eleven formal scoring ratios, only two of which significantly 

distinguished non-organics from brain damaged individuals: 

1. T/R (greater for organics.) 

2. Z-t 1 / R (greater for organics.) 

Others in the field who developed sign systems include Hughes 

(19U8), Hertz and Loehrke (1955), who used scoring symbols developed 

by Hertz, and Ross and Ross (19UU). Fisher, Gonda, and Little (1955) 

applied the Dorken and Krai (1952) signs successfully to cases with 

proven brain pathology, correctly identifying over 90/5 of these 

cases. However, when they conducted a comparative study of four 
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commonly used sets of Rorschach "signs" for the diagnosis of brain 

disease (Dorken and Krai, 1952j Piotrowski, 1936a? Hughes, 19Ubj 

Ross and Ross, 19iiiv), only the Piotrowski system maintained a 

validity level comparable to that obtained in previous studies, 

identifying but two false negatives from the organic group of 3U, 

and 52 false positives from the non-organic group of 8U. The Hughes 

system proved almost as efficient, coming up with three false 

negatives and 53 false positives. 

The Rorschach and the Sensory Tonic Theory 

Werner (l?U5a) has hypothesized that a common dynamic property, 

tonicity, underlies both sensory and motor responses. Available 

tonic energy may be released through body movement or may increase 

tonicity in a sensory area, bringing about spatial displacement and 

thB illusion of motion. Experimental support for this point of view, 

with particular implications for Rorschach theory, has crane in a 

series of experimental studies (Gorlow, Zimet, and Fine, 1952; Werner 

and Wapner, 1952) and in comparisons of the perceptual and Rorschach 

behavior of retarded children who represent contrasting tendencies 

to motor activity (Werner, 19U5aj 19U5b). Evidence that the number 

of M responses produced on the inkblots by normals increases follow

ing a period of motor inhibition (ifeltzoff, Singer, and Korchin, 1955j 

Singer, Ifeltzoff, and Goldman, 1952) and also supports Werner's hypo

thesis. While the psychodrama would appear to be a particularly suita

ble instrument for eleiclting body movement, it is interesting to note 
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that in an unpublished study by Coan (i960) Werner's hypothesis -was 

not confirmed. It must be stressed however that psychodrama elicits 

movement under circumstances in which fantasy is probably a paramount 

factor. Thus, movement in psychodrama may be more subject to situ

ational influences and fantasy than the movement studied in previous 

researches. 

The Rorschach and Self-assertivaness 

A goodly number of studies have been concerned -with formal 

Rorschach scoring as relates to aggressive behavior. Some of them 

(Gorlow, Zimet, and Fine, 1952j Storment and Finney, 1953? Towbin, 

1959) claim positive relations, others (Elizur, 19U9j Sanders and 

Cleveland, 1953) negative relationships to overt aggressive behavior. 

Still others (Finney, 1955J Walker, 1951) experienced failure in at

tempts to predict over aggressive behavior. Some studies (Finney, 

1955J Storment and Finney, 1953J Towbin, 1959) were primarily con

cerned with extreme physical expressions of aggression. Others 

(Gorlow, Zimet, and Fine, 1952j Sanders and Cleveland, 1953) offered 

no explicit definition of behavior classified as "aggressive". 

Rader (1957), in his dissertation, attempted to predict be

havioral criteria less extreme than assaultive behavior and verbal 

rather than physical, estimating Rorschach content indicators of both 

aggressive drive and inhibitory forces in the personality. Each re

sponse was also scored for self-expression (subjectivity). In Racler's 

view, "bland, stereotyped, guarded, or popular responses are more ob
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jective, while unusual, idiosyncratic, emotionally invested X re

sponses are more subjective and the content therefore more express

ive of self." He employed a four point scoring scale, as follows! 

0: P responses, or vague, evasive responses. 

Is P responses with unusual elaborationj or other 

responses which are not vague or ), or of poor form level, 

or emotionalized. 

2: Mildly emotionalized responses which are neither 

0 or of poor form level quality; or any unemotionalized re

sponses which are 0 and/or have poor form level quality. 

3s Strongly emotionalized responses; or any mildly 

emotionalized responses which are 0 and/or have poor form 

level quality. 

A nine point behavioral scale ranged from "very compliant, submissive, 

self-abusing" through "neutral" to "openly very hostile". 

Two hypotheses were borne out, the first at the .01 level of 

confidence, the second at .02; namely: 

: There is a positive relationship between HM/R and 

criterion. (HM: human movement.) 

Hj, : There is a positive relationship between Hli/ (HM 

PGDI) and the criterion. 

(The relationship between HM and PGI)I! is Rader's crucial factor in 

relating this content to aggressive behavior, and the ratio of HM 

content to HM and PGDI is related to the likelihood that an aggres

sive impulse, when aroused, would be expressed rather than inhibited.) 
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Rader's results were supported two years later by the find

ings of Towbin (1959). 

Along similar lines, Hammer and Jacks (1955) engaged in a 

piece of research in which they dealt with only Plate III of the 

Rorschach, scoring nothing but the M responses. It is felt by a 

number of workers (Beck, 19U9, Piotrowski, 1950, 1936-7c) that the 

type of M response tends to reveal one's characterologically-anchored 

conception of one's role in life. Presumably, it conveys a tendency, 

and one which is not easily modified, to repeatedly assume the same 

attitudes in dealing with people, in the areas that the subject feels 

are personally important. According to Piotrowski (1950), the type 

of M reflects the subject's established role and, as a corollary, 

suggests conflict leading to anxiety when he is required to act in a 

manner not compatible with that type of role. 

Probably the most rewarding breakdown of types of M thus far 

evolved is the conventional one into categories of flexor, extensor, 

and blocked M. The extensor M is associated with self-assertiveness 

and the desire to leave the imprint of one's personality upon others. 

The flexor M is related to compliance, passivity, dependency, and lack 

of assertion. Blocked movement responses have to be taken as reflect

ing indecisiveness and a too-ready tendency to remain immersed in ob

sessive doubts (Piotrowski, 1950, 1936-7c$ Beck, 19U9). 
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Hammer and Jacks (1955) defined the M responses as follows: 

Flexor: Action is toward the center of the human's 

center of gravity, such as bending, bowing, or lower

ing the hand 

Extensor: itraightening up, walking or running, dancing, 

jumping up to shoot a basket 

Blocked: The person expends considerable energy, with 

little or no movement resulting, such as men pulling 

in opposite directions, people pushing against each 

other or a man balancing himself. 

Each response was placed in one of five categories, the first three of 

which were assigned weights of 1, 2, and 3> respectively: 

Extensor M. 

offered in more than one M response in Plate III; or blocked M. 

Flexor 

Human seen, but no movement projected. 

No human seen. 

Means were tabulated, along with standard deviations. Results bore 

out the hypothesis that Extensor M is associated with assertive be

havioral orientations, and Flexor M with submissive ones. 

Along similar lines, Bernard Mirin (1955) categorized Me as 

self--assertive (overcoming gravity; i. e. walking), compliant (giving 

in to gravity; i. e. bending), or indecisive (overcoming and giving in; 

i. e. pushing and pulling.) His subjects were told a story and then 

Blend of flexor and extensor; or two different types of M 
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required to relate it to someone (a trained interlocutor) who had 

seen the same story in picture form. The interlocutor attempted to 

convince the subjects that they -were in error on certain points. 

Mirin found correlations significant at the ,01 level of confidence. 

Joel (19I4.9), Miller (1950), Sarason (1950), and Schachtel 

(19U5) have demonstrated that the test protocol may be regarded as a 

sample of behavior in a situation characterized by the mutual aware

ness and influence of the two participants. 

Using overt aggressive behavior as the criterion, Towbin 

(19!?9) correlated three categories of response, obtaining a signi

ficant correlation only with the first: 

Hj j Hostility directed from testee to card, whether a 

percept, blot, or test as a whole (i.e. test: w 

this is crazier than I ami1*} blots H weird ... messy."j 

percept: "..... ugly ... servile.Hj card: blaming the card 

. for the subject's failure to respond and pointing out the 

faults or inadequacies in the blot or the percept.) 

H2 : No activity. Score objects with customary aggresive 

function (i.e. gun, teeth, etc.) 

: Hostility from card to testee (i.e. aggressive 

figures like witches or giants), from an unspecified 

source to the blot (i.e. percepts described as the objects 

of attack, such as 11 injured ... smashed etc.) 

and hostility within the card. 
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H2*s occurred infrequently and TOre often combined with H^'s, and 

failed to correlate significantly with overt aggressive behavior. 

Interjudge reliability (using three judges) was satisfactorily high. 



CHAPTER II 

PROCEDURE 

Plan 

The general approach for this investigation involved the ad

ministration, to individual subjects, of both the Rorschach test and 

a number of psychodraroatic situations, followed by an attempt to com

pare certain attained Rorschach scores and patterns with the subject's 

behavior in assigned roles. 

The ten Rorschach cards -were administered in standardized 

manner, as were the psychodramatic situations, all verbal material 

tape recorded. Protocols were scored independently and blindly by 

the author and two others, in order to obtain Interjudge reliabilities. 

The final step in the plan involved subjecting the data to 

statistical analysis in an effort to determine the existence, if any, 

of relationships betwaen the data derived from the two techniques. 

Method 

Subjects 

Subjects for the research numbered lj.0, equally divided by 

sex, all between the ages of 18 and 35, all having between 8 and 12 

years of education. The entire subject population consisted of 

patients and personnel at DeWitt State Hospital in Auburn, California. 

33. 
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No attempt was made to equate medications being received by 

the patients, although it has been argued by some that this is a 

factor to be dealt with. It is the author's contention that, since 

•we are looking for relationships in "projections" involved in two 

different techniques, the medication factor may be considered a con

stant, provided that both the Rorschach and psychodrama are adminis

tered to a specific patient in temporal contiguity, which was indeed 

the case. 

All subjects were selected on the basis of diagnosis, placing 

them in one of the following groups: 

10 chronic undifferentiated schizophrenics 

10 organically brain damaged (not otherwise classified) 

10 alcoholics, classified as "without psychosis" 

10 "normals" 

Diagnoses for the first three categories were, in all cases, obtained 

from all sources available (i. e. ward notes, staff diagnoses, etc.), 

exclusive of psychological workups. In no case did the author or co-

judges have any previous contacts with the subjects. Appointments 

for testing were arranged try another individual and code numbers were 

assigned, rather than actual names, with the result that neither the 

author nor judges had any means of identifying name with person with 

diagnostic category. 

Each subject was given, within an eight hour period, first 

the Rorschach test and then the psychodramatic situations. Rorschach 



protocols were not scored by the author until all forty subjects had 

been tested and interviewed. The period of actual data collecting 

covered the months of June, July, and August of 1963# 

The rationale underlying choice of subjects was to create a 

hetergeneous group in which all individuals, in order to demonstrate 

the hypothesis, would, regardless of diagnostic category, have to pro

ject in a similar manner on both the Rorschach and psychodramatic 

situations. 

Scoring Categories 

In Figure I are presented the categories to be scored for both 

the Rorschach and psychodrama. The scoring form for each subject, 

when completed, contains two check marks for each Roman numeral, one 

under "Rorschach (A)" and one under "Psychodrama (B)". Any Arabic 

number under "A" in a Roman number category is designated as the 

equivalent of that number under "B" in the same category. While 

categories for both the Rorschach and psychodrama scoring are presented 

side by side in Table I, actual practice dictated, needless to say, 

separate forms for each projective technique, samples of which may be 

found in Appendix B and Appendix C. 
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TABLE I 

SCORING CATEGORIES FOR THE RORSCHACH AND THE PEYCHODRA1.1A 

Category Rorschach (A) Ps3rchodrama (B) 

Intellectual 

Productivity 

1. R - <10 

2. R - 10-19 

3. R = 20-U5 

I).. R - U6-60 

5. R = >60 

1. P-= < U 

II. Convent i onal-
2 .  

ity in Ideas 
P « k-S 

P = > 5 3. 

1. Predominant 

1. ;*arkod underproductivity 

2. Limited productivity 

3. Average productivity 

J4. Over productivity 

$, Marked overproductivity 

1. Original 

2. Incidental originality 

3. Conventional 

w/rnr 1. Abstract 

III. Intellectual 2. Predominant D 2. Practical 

Emphasis 3. Predominant d 3. Routine 

u. Predominant dd It. Tiny 

IV. Int elle ctual 1. F + % > 70 1. Precise 

Delineation 2. F-f % - 50-70 2. Crude 

3. ? + % < 50 3. Confused 
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TABLE I (Cont.) 

Category Rorschach (A) Psychoarama (B) 

1. FC - 2CF - 3C 1. Impulsive or explosive 
FC-+ CF +C 

V. Emotional 2. Erlebnistyp 2. Responsive 

Control 3. 
Tp J/ •C P 3. Controlled or artificial 

k. (CFfC) absent or li. Lack of affect 
nearly so; 

Z c  

VI. Willingness 1. Reaction time 1. Warm-up time 

to "Pro 2. "Projecting" 2. Situation time 
time 

ject" 3. Total time 3. Total time 

VII. iiotor Ac 1. 1. Long warm-up time; 
tivity vs. limited motility 
Environmen- 2. M  =  3 - 7  2. Moderate warm-up time; 
al Response average motility 

3. ii<3 3. Short warm-up time; 
marked motility 

VIII Self-assert- 1. Flexor M 1. Compliant; passive; 
dependent 

iveness vs. 2. Blocked '1 2. Indecisive; immersed in 
obsessive doubts 

Compliance 3. Extensor ii 3. Self-as se rtive 

1. FM y 2K 1. Ruled by immediate needs 

FC < (CF-+ C) 
for gratification 

2. FC < (CF-+ C) 2. Lack of emotional 
control 

IX. Alcoholic 3. VI At response 3. Over-concern v/ith the 
/ body and its functions 

Score H. High <»' + ; low Li U. Overly high level of 
aspiration 

Complex 5. F + % = 50-65 5. I.Iild distortion of 

6. 
reality perception 

6. High FK 6. luarked self-criticism 

7. Low m 7. Low tension tolerance 
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TABLE I (Cont.) 

Category Rorschach (A) 

1. Crude color 
response 

2.(H+A) (Hd+Ad) 

3. Dff 
X. Schizophren

ic. Cn 
ic Score 

5. Ghosts, frighten-
Complex ing figures, etc. 

6. Sex 

7. F4" % < 50 

8. High CF 

1. 15 

2. Average T/R^: 1 1 

3. Low M 
XI. Organic 

U. Cn 
Score 

5. Ff % <- 70 
Complex 

6. Perseveration 

7. Impotence 

8. Perplexity 

Psychodrama (B) 

1. Emotionally explosive; 
hair trigger 

2. Lack of critical faculty 

3. Weak reality testing 

U. Disintegrated control; 
some attempt to maintain 

5. Content: nightmare 
quality 

6. Content: sex 

7. Severe difficulty in 
handling reality 

8. Bnotional reactivity 

1. Limited productivity 

2. Short situation time 

3. Low level of emotional 
integration 

U. Disintegrated control; 
some attempt to main
tain 

5. Difficulty in handling 
reality 

6. Perseveration 

7. Impotence 

8. Perplexity 
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TABLE I (Cont.) 

Category Rorschach (A) Psychodrama (B) 

1. F + % = 70 1. Good ego strength 

2. FC> (CF-C); 
F% = 20-50; 
good form level 

2. Responsive to emotional 
impact but controlled 

3. M = FM, both 
reasonably re-

3. Mature spontaneity (im
pulses not in conflict 

XII. Normal presented with value system) 

U. R = 20-U5 U. Reasonable productivity 
Score 

5. P = U-6 5. Adequate tie to reality 
Complex 

6. Chromatice equal 6. Balanced affectional 
to achromatic needs 

7. W = 2M (at least 7* Productive resources 
3 M) equal to level of 

aspiration 

There follows now a clarification of those items in the scor

ing categories of Table I which are not self-explanatory: 

Productivity is defined as production in proportion 

to creative resources. Thus, overproductivity implies pro

duction in excess of creative resources, underproductivity 

implying that the individual has enough resources for greater 

production, 

IIiBil-3 

••Original" signifies ideas or concepts which are un

usual, rare, unique, original, or different. "Incidental 

originality" describes ideas primarily usual with, perhaps, 

I:B:l-5 
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SODS original additions. The "Conventional" category 

applies to ideas or concepts which are usual, popular, 

cc-xon, or conventional. 

IIUBtl-U 

Abstract: intellectual activity limited primarily to 

z'r:3 general abstract aspects. 

Practical: intellectual activity limited primarily to 

usual important and everyday problems of the situation. 

Routine: intellectual activity limited primarily to 

those everyday features which can be understood in terms of 

routine procedures. 

Tiny: intellectual activity limited primarily to tiny, 

trivial details. 

IV«3il-3 

Precise: perception is sharp and clear. 

Crude: perception is vague and fuazy. 

Confused: perception is jumbled, mixed, confused. 

7;3;1-U 

Impulsive: emotional response is vigorous and energetic 

in situations stimulating the emotions; person may be child

like, childish, infantile. 

Explosive: person is over-responsive or under-

controlled} responds in a sudden, abrupt, unexpected, violefit, 

inappropriate, exaggerated manner. 
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V»Bil-U (Cont.) 

Responsives responds in an adequate and appropriate 

emotional manner to those situations calling for emotional 

response. 

Controlled*, imposes control over emotion and is 

poised in an artificial manner; gives a hypocritical 

emotional response. 

Lack of affects under-responsive or over-controlleaj 

does not respond emotionally to situations in which an 

emotional reaction would be considered appropriate may be 

repressed. 

VI$A;2 

"ProjectingM time is here defined as the actual length 

of time spent by the subject in verbalizing his per

ceptions of the blotj such time is exclusive of time 

spent in thinking, hesitations, turning the card, and 

all behavior not verbal and/or not directed to an 

actual description of blot perception. This category 

differs from the HTotal TimeH category in that the 

latter encompasses all time between the picking up of 

the card and the moment that the subject signifies 

that he no longer has anything further to say regard

ing it. 
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VI;3:l-3 

Warm-up time: from the moment instruction to the 

subject on any one situation is con

cluded to the moaent the subject en

ters into the situation by verbalizing, 

acting, pantomiming, etc. 

Situation time: from the moment the subject enters in

to the situation to the moment he 

signifies the conclusion of the situa

tion, exclusive of all time between 

those two points during -which the 

subject temporarily withdraws from his 

role, either by extraneous comments, 

thinking, or hesitations. 

Total time: Situation Time plus "non-involved" time; 

that is, from the moment that the subject 

enters the situation to the moment he 

signifies its conclusion 

VII:Btl-3 

Motility refers to the subject's movement from place 

to place on the stage area. The form for recording 

such movement will be found in Appendix "Dw. 
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VII:A:l-3 

This category refers only to the M responses given to 

Plate III of the Rorschach. The definitions of the 

flexor, extensor, and blocked M, as developed by 

Hammer and Jacks (1955)» are found on Page 27 of 

this paper. 

IX-XII 

These categories contain the presumed diagnostic in

dicators of the four diagnostic categories from -rtiich 

the forty subjects were drawn. Their inclusion here 

allowed separate examination of the Rorschach varia

bles as listed and the Psychodrama variables as listed, 

after which resulting determinations were compared with 

the diagnosis tendered by hospital personnel or what

ever source from which the patient's diagnosis origi

nated. 

The Psychodrama 

Dramatizations took place during the months of April through 

August of 19&3, in the indoor handball court of the hospital gym, a 

high ceilinged, windowless room. The sole illumination was furnished 

by four baby spotlights, alternately red and blue, suspended from the 

ceiling and focussed on the stage area. 

The judges sat ten feet forward of the stage at tables illumin

ated by shielded but otherwise conventional night lights. A non-
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directional microphone was suspended from the ceiling to a point 

nine feet over dead center-stage. Extension cable led from the mi

crophone back to the ceiling, over to a wall, and away from the stage 

to a tape recorder placed for most convenient manipulation by the 

author. 

The stage area measured fourteen feet on all sides, allowing 

equal latitude for "vertical" and "horizontal" movement. The floor 

was marked off, by masking tape, into four concentric squares, the 

dimensions of which appear in Figure I. The subject's movements on 

the stage (motility) were recorded on a scaled-down diagram (*rH - 1'), 

a copy of which appears in Appendix "D". For statistical convenience 

the amount of motility was computed by placing over the recording form 

an overlay (ink on X-ray film) of the same dimensions as the scaled-

down diagram, but divided into grids measuring one-half inch on all 

sides. Amount of motility was recorded as the total number of grids 

through which the graphed lines (representing the path taken by the 

subject's feet)passed. 

Each subject was required to role-play in eight psychodra-

matic situations, to be outlined below. Upon entering the room he 

was asked to stand in a small marked area forward of the stage and 

at dead center-stage (Instructions Box), facing the judges. At this 

point he was given the general instructions as follows: 



FIGURE I 

THE FSYCHODRAIvLATIC STAGE: DBS MS 10IJS 
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"In a moment I am going to give you a number of 

imaginary situations to perform. In all of them 

you will be alone on the stage. You may interpret 

the situations in any -way you wish. You may act, 

speak, use gestures — whatever you feel like doing 

at the moment. "When you feel that you are finished 

with each situation, signify by leaving the stage 

and returning to the box in which you are now stand

ing. This will tell me that you are ready for the 

next situation. If you have no questions about what 

you are to do I will give you the instructions for 

your first situation. (Pause for questions.) All 

right? Here, then is the first situation,.... 

All questions concerning procedures were answered, wherever 

possible, with: "Anything you wish." 

The psychodramatic situations were given in the same Sequence 

to all subjects, and were designed to plumb, hopefully, different 

levels of consciousness, although no attempt was made to equate such 

levels with those of the Rorschach. 

instructions for the eight psychodramatic situations ware as 

follows: 

1. You have been granted magical powers. Through the use 

of these powers you may do, have, accomplish, change any

thing in the world you desire. What will you do with these 

magical powers? Go ahead 



2. You are in a department store. A salesclerk has just 

accused you of trying to steal a valuable piece of merchan

dise. He asks you to accompany him to the manager's office. 

Go ahead 

3. In a moment I am going to name three objects. I want 

you to make up any story you want, as long as you include 

all three objects and relate them to one another in some 

manner. The three objects are a boat, a bottle, and an air 

conditioner. Go ahead 

U. You are a young child again. Your parents have just 

ordered you to do something you want very much to avoid. 

"What have you been ordered to do? How do you feel about 

it? What are you going to do about the situation? Go a-

head 

5. You are in the office of your family physician. You 

are feeling very ill. The physician has just told you that 

your symptoms are imaginary, and scolds you for wasting his 

time. Go ahead 

6. In this situation, I want you to pick a place that you 

are very familiar with, either in real life or in your fan

tasies or dreams. I want you to describe this locale fully: 

your surroundings, the objects or people around you, but I 

want you to describe it as if you nere experiencing and liv

ing in it now. What you do in the situation is entirely up 

to you. Go ahead..... 
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7. You have been intimately involved with someone for a 

long time. Suddenly, one of you loses love for the other 

and says: "I've had it; I'm through.M Go ahead..... 

8. In a moment I am going to name three feelings for you. 

I want you to make up a situation in which all three feel

ings are somehow involved. The three feelings are love, 

violent rage, and fear. Go ahead,.... 

With regard to area movement or motility recording, the con

tinuous line on the scaled-down diagram represents continuous move

ment. Dots signify the points at which the subject halted for at 

least five seconds. The arrows on the diagram denote an unusual 

direction in which the subject was facing. (Any facing direction 

not in the same plane as the line of movement is considered unusual.) 

A small x indicates that the subject was not on his feet (sitting or 

lying down, or, possibly, standing on his head.') Any other postural 

factor considered potentially significant is written in at the point 

at which the event occurred. In addition, a lay word may be added at 

the point so that, when listening later to the tape recording, the 

dialogue and action can be coordinated. Finally, since the Instructions 

Box will show two lines (one leaving to begin the situation and one 

returning at its conclusion), the •beginning" line is marked HINM. 

Appendix lfE" illustrates and explains the hypothetical performance 

of a single subject in a specific psychodramatic situation. 
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One final note regarding administration of both psychodrama 

and the Rorschach concludes this section. 

Judge A administered and scored the Rorechachs of twenty sub

jects, equally divided by sex and almost equally by diagnostic cate

gory. The psychodramatic performances of these twenty subjects were 

scored by Judge B. Similarly, Judge B administered and scored the 

Rorschachs of the remaining twenty, whose psychodramatic performances 

were rated by Judge A. Judge D (the author) administered and scored 

all forty psychodramatic sessions and, in addition, scored all forty 

Rorschachs by listening to a tape recording of the session. In this 

way it was possible to obtain inter-judge ratings of the performances 

of all subjects. 

The schema for administration and scoring is presented in 

Appendix nAH. 



CHAPTER III 

STATISTICAL TREATMENT 

All statistical treatment was accomplished by a 7090 computer 

at the University of California Computer Center in Berkley with the 

aid of a California Research Consultant, in addition to professional 

programmers and key punchers. The programming system used was 

FORTRAN. 

In all, 289 variables ware derived from the research. How

ever, only a limited number were utilized in this paper. All varia

bles obtained are presented in Appendix MFM; those treated here are 

markBd with an asterisk, and will be presented again, for the sake of 

clarity, in the body of the text. 

The primary step in treatment was to obtain interjudge relia

bility correlation coefficients, using the Pearson product-moment r. 

The ratings of Judges A, B, and D were correlated on 78 Rorschach and 

27 Psychodrama variables. The Rorschach variables, with their de

scriptions, are presented in Table II, Psychodrama variables in 

Table III. 

It should be remembered that in all cases involving interjudge 

reliabilities the N was 20, Judges A and B each dealing with but half 

of the total number of subjects. 

50. 
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Of the total of 160 variables dealt with, 101* were treated to 

obtain the interjudge reliabilities, leaving 56 to be handled in a 

manner to be described later in this section. However, 21 of the 56 

were combined, leaving but 35 variables to work with. 

As an illustration of this process of combination, we might 

us Psychodrama Productivity as an example. Variable 6 combines the 

ratings of Judges A and D. Variable 7 combines the ratings of 

Judges B and D. In the treatment to be described below, these two 

variables were simply added, as was done with the other 20 similar 

pairs, to give the combined ratings of all three judges. Combined 

variables are presented in Table IV, 

One or more of three basic treatments were applied to the 

data: 

(a) Means and standard deviations 

(b)._ Contingency tables 

(c) Correlations (Pearson product-moment r) 

Significant differences and levels of confidence were derived 

by means of the Mann-Whitney U test. 
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TABLE II 

RORSCHACH VARIABLES UTILIZED IN INTERJUDGE RELIABILITIES 

Variables 

136-138 

1U1-1U3 

II4U-IU6 

150-152 

153-155 

156-158 

159-161 

162-16U 

183-185 

191-193 

196-198 

199-201 

202-2OU 

205-207 

210-212 

213-215 

216-218 

219-221 

225-227 

230-232 

Description 

M 

m 

FM 

FK 

FC 

CF 

C 

CM 

W 

P 

Achromatic 

Anatomy 

Sex 

F % 

H 

Hd 

A 

Ad 

Fi % 

W % 
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TABLE II (Cont.) 

RORSCHACH VARIABLES UTILIZED IN INTERJUDGE RELIABILITIES 

Variables Description 

233-235 DW % 

236-238 D % 

239-2141 d % 

2k2-2kh dd % 

270-272 Most likely diagnosis 

285-207 Least likely diagnosis 

TABLE III 

PSYCHODRAMA VARIABLES UTILIZED IN INTERJUDGE RELIABILITIES 

Variables Description 

3-5 Productivity 

8-10 Originality. 

13-15 Intellectual emphasis 

18-20 Intellectual deliniation 

23-25 Etaotional control 

20-30 Affect 

33-35 Self-assertiveness 

3B-U0 Most likely diagnosis 

53-55 Least likely diagnosis 



TABLE IV 

Variables Combined, and Their New Designation 

riables Combined New Designation 

6 j 7 6a 

J 12 11a 

16 j 17 16a 

21 ; 22 21a 

26 j 27 26a 

31 ; 32 31a 

36 ; 37 36a 

ia j li2 l4la 

56 j 57 56a 

139 j 1U0 139a 

189 ; 190 189a 

19k j 195 19Ua 

208 j 209 208a 

228 j 229 228a 

21+8 j 21*9 2U8a 

253 ; 25k 253a 

258 j 259 258a 

263 ; 261* 263a 

268 j 269 268a 

273 j 27U 273a 

288 • 289 288a 



Table V presents the related variables and their definitions. 

Categorized variables are either two- or four-place. Of the latter 

all but one relate to diagnosis: schizophrenic, organic, alcoholic, 

normal. 

Table VI shoire each comparison made and the variables in

volved, as well as the treatment applied and subjects included. The 

coding for the column headed Computation is as follows} 

As A four cell contingency table derived by heading 

the rows ••Male" and "Female11 and dichotomizing the second 

variable Into "Above the Mean" and "Below the Mean". N 

equals 1*0. 

B; Pearson product-moment correlation of a pair of 

variables, using the entire subject population. Thus, N 

equals UO. 

C: Product-moment correlations using only the schizo

phrenic population (subjects 1 through 5 and 21 through 

25); N equals 10. 

D. Product-moment correlations using only the brain 

damaged population (subjects 6 through 10 and 26 through 

30); N equals 10. 

E. Product-moment correlations using only the alcoholic 

population (subjects 11 through IS and 31 through 35); N 

is equal to 10. 

F. Product-moment correlations using only the "normalB 

population (subjects 16 through 20 and 36 through 1*0); N 

equals 10. 
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TABLE V 

VARIABLES USED FOR PURPOSES OTHER THAN INTERJUDGE RELIABILITIES 

Variable Type of Variable Description 

1 2-Category Sex 

2 U-Category Hospital diagnosis 

6a Continuous Psychodrama Productivity 

11a Continuous Psychodrama Originality 

l6a Continuous Psychodrama Intellectual 
Emphasis> 

21a Continuous Psychodrama Intellectual 
Delineation 

26a Continuous Psychodrama Emotional Control 

31a Continuous Psychodrama Affect 

36a Continuous Psychodrama Self-assertiveness 

Ul a U-Category Psychodrama Most Likely Diagnosis 

56a U-Category Psychodrama Least Likely . 
Diagnosis 

66 Continuous Psychodrama 7/arm-up Time 

75 Continuous Psychodrama Situation Time 

8U Continuous Psychodrama Total Time 

102 Continuous Psychodrama Motility 

111 Continuous Psychodrama Motility/Total Time 

120 Continuous Psychodrama Motility/Situation 
Time o

 
r—

! 

2-Category Psychodrama Rejector-Rejectee, 
Situation 7 

131 2-Category Psychodrama Rejections 

132 Continuous Rorschach Reaction Time 
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TABLE V (Cont.) 

Variable Type of Variable Description 

133 Continuous Rorschach Participation Time 

13U Continuous Rorschach Total Time 

135 2-Category Rorschach Rejections 

139a Continuous Rorschach M 

189a Continuous Rorschach R 

19Ua Continuous Rorschach P 

208a Continuous Rorschach F % 

228a Continuous Rorschach F+ % 

2U8a Continuous Rorschach Predominant 
Location 

253a Continuous Rorschach Chromatic Ration 

258a 2-Category Rorschach Chromatic Presence 

263a Continuous Rorschach Erlebnistyp 

268a U-Category Rorschach M (Plate III) 

273a U-Category Rorschach Most Likely 
Diagnosis 

288a U-Category Rorschach Least Likely 
Diagnosis 

Gj A four cell contingency table in which one of the 

variables involved is sex. Thus, the two rows are labelled 

"Male" and female". N equals UO. 

H: An eight cell contingency table in which one of the 

variables is diagnosis. Thus, the four rows are labelled 

with the four diagnostic categories. N equals 1*0. 
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TABLE VI 

Variables Related and Computations Performed 

Variable 1 Variable 2 Computation 

1 66 A 

1 75 A 

1 8U A 

1 102 A 

1 111 A 

1 120 A 

1 130 G 

1 131 G 

1 132 A 

1 133 A 

1 13U A 

1 135 G 

2 6a M 

2 11a M 

2 16a M 

2 21a M 

2 26a M 

2 31a M 

2 36a M 

2 66 M 

2 75 M 

2 81* H 



TABLE VI (Cont.) 

Variable 1 Variable 2 Computation 

2 102 M 

2 111 M 

2 120 M 

2 130 H 

2 lila J 

2 56a J 

2 273a J 

2 288a J 

6a 66 B 

6a 75 B 

6a 8U B 

6a 102 B 

6a 111 B 

6a 120 B 

6a 130 P 

6a 132 B 

6a 133 B 

6a 13U B 

6a 189a B 

6a 189a C 

6a 189a D 

6a 189a E 

6a 18 9a F 



TABLE VI (Cont.) 

Variable 1 Variable 2 Computation 

11a . 6b B 

11a 75 B 

11a 8U B 

11a 102 B 

11a HI B 

11a 120 B 

11a 130 P 

11a 19Ua B 

11a 19Ua C 

11a 19Ua D 

11a 19Ua E 

11a 19Ua F 

16a 66 B 

16a 75 B 

16a 8U B 

16a 102 B 

16a 111 B 

16a 120 B 

16a 130 P 

16a 2li8a B 

16a 2ii8a C 

16a 2li8a D 



TABLE VI (Cont.) 

Variable 1 Variable 2 Computation 

•L£)a 2U8a e 

21a 56 g 

2la 75 B 

2 la 8U g 

2la 102 B 

21a 111 B 

21a 120 B 

21a 130 p 

21a 228a B 

21a 228a c 

2^a 228a D 

21a 228a e 

2^a 228a f 

26a 55 g 

26a 75 B 

26a 8U B 

26a 102 B 

26a in B 

26a 120 B 

26a 130 p 

26a 208a B 

2ba 208a c 

26a 208a n 
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TABLE VI (Cont.) 

Variable 1 Variable 2 Computation 

26a 208a E 

26a 208a F 

26a 253a B 

26a 253a C 

26a 253a D 

26a 253a E 

26a 253a • F 

26a 263a B 

26a 263a C 

26a 263a D 

26a 263a E 

26a 263a F 

31a 66 B 

31a 75 B 

31a 8U B 

31a 102 B 

31a 111 B 

31a 120 B 

31a 130 P 

36a 66 B 

36a 75 B 

36a 8U B 

36a 102 B 



Variable 1 

TABLE VI (Cont.) 

Variable 2 Computation 

36a 111 B 

36a 120 B 

36a 130 P 

36a 268a B 

36a 268a C 

36a 268a D 

36a 268a E 

36a 268a F 

Ula 273a K 

56a 238a K 

66 75 B 

66 8U B 

66 102 B 

66 111 B 

66 120 B 

66 130 P 

66 132 B 

66 132 C 

66 132 D 

66 132 E 

66 132 F 

75 8U B 



TABLE VI (Cont.) 

Variable 1 Variable 2 Computation 

75 102 B 

75 111 B 

75 120 B 

75 130 P 

75 133 B 

75 133 C 

75 133 D 

75 133 E 

75 133 F 

8U 102 B 

8U 111 B 

8U 120 B 

8U 130 P 

8U 13 U B 

8U 13 U C 

8U 13U D 

8U 13U E 

8U 13U F 

102 111 B 

102 120 B 

102 130 P 

102 139a B 



TABLE VI (Cont.) 

6£ 

Variable 1 Variable 2 Computation 

102 139a C 

102 139a D 

102 139a E 

102 139a F 

111 120 " B 

111 130 P 

111 139a B 

111 ' 139a ^ C 

111 139a D 

111 139a E 

111 " 139a F 

120 130 P 

120 139a B 

120 139a C 

120 139a D 

120 139a E 

120 139 a F 

131 135 I» 

Js A 16 cell contingency table in which the four rows 

are headed by the four diagnostic categories. N equals iiO« 
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K: A 16 cell contingency table in which all rows and 

columns are headed by diagnostic categories. N equals UO. 

L: A four cell contingency table. N equals Uo. 

M: An eight cell contingency table derived by heading 

the rows with the four diagnostic categories and dichoto

mizing the second variable into "Above the Mean" and "Below 

the Mean." N equals i|0. 

N: A four cell contingency table derived by dichoto

mizing the first variable into "Above the Mean" and "Below 

the Mean", with columns headed "Yes" and "No." N equals lj.0# 

The objectives pursued in the statistical analysis might be de

fined in terms of an attempt to answer the following questions: 

1. In reference to the primary purpose of this research, 

what is the relationship between Rorschach scores achieved and 

their operationally defined counterparts (e.g. Rorschach Re

action Time with Psychodrama Reaction Time)? 

2. Does the performance of one diagnostic group (e.g. 

alcoholic) differ from that of another (e.g. "normal")? 

3. Do performances reflect sex differences? 

It. "What is the relationship between diagnosis derived by 

means of Rorschach and/or Psychodrama and that given the 

patient by some other method? 

5>. Are there interrelationships in performance on certain 

Psychodrama variables? 
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6. How wall do achieved results agree with those de

scribed in previous researches? 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Table VI jl presents inter judge reliabilities for psychodrama 

and Rorschach. Correlations replaced by an asterisk (•«•) indicate 

that all scores were zero. 

TABLE VII 

Interjudge Reliabilities for Psychodrama and Rorschach 

Variables**- Description A vs D B vs D 

3; 5 Psychodrama Productivity .990 .989 

8; 9; 10 Psychodrama Originality .987 .992 

13; 1U; 15 Psychodrama Intellectual Emphasis .986 .986 

H
 

C
D

 

19; 20 Psychodrama Intellectual Delinea .983 .989 
tion 

23; 2U; 25 Psychodrama Emotional Control .988 .986 

28; 29; 30 Psychodrama Affect .998 1.000 

33; 3U; 35 Psychodrama Self-assertiveness .973 .971 

38; 39; UO Psychodrama Most Likely Diagnosis .988 .986 

53; 5U; 55 Psychodrama Least Likely Diagnosis.889 .902 

136;137;138 Rorschach M .987 .930 

1U1;1U2;1U3 Rorschach M .522 .868 

68. 
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TABLE VII (Cont.) 

Variables*# Description A vs D B vs 

lUU;lU5jlU6 Rorschach M .962 .981 

150jl5ljl52 Rorschach FK .859 .939 

153j15U;155 Rorschach FC .716 .892 

156;157;158 Rorschach CF .933 .865 

159;160;161 Rnrschach C .920 .911 

162;163;16U Rorschach Cn .* 1.000 

168;169;170 Rorschach W .969 .961 

191;192;193 Rorschach P .955 .972 

196;197;198 Rorschach Achromatic .875 .775 

199J 200;201 Rorschach At .81*6 .987 

202;203;20U Rorschach Sex .989 .* 

205;206;207 Rorschach F % .986 .965 

210;211;212 Rorschach H .982 .981 

213; 211;; 215 Rorschach Hd .886 1.000 

216;217;21fl Rorschach A .933 .986 

219;220;221 Rorschach Ad .939 .963 

225;226;227 Rorschach F+ % .917 .939 

230;231;232 Rorschach W % .975 .983 

233J23U;235 Rorschach DW % .939 .569 

236;237;238 Rorschach D % .985 .991 

239;2UO;2la Rorschach d % .892 .  # 

2U2;2U3;2i|i4. Rorschach dd % .79U .  * 

270;271J272 Rorschach Most Likely Diagnosis .857 .852 
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TABLE VII (Cont.) 

Variables-frtt Description - A vs D B vs D 

285j286;287 Rorschach Least Likely Diagnosis .971 ,95k 

Variable numbers are presented, for each correlation, in order 

of Judges A, B, then D. 

It should be remembered, in reference to Table I, that the N 

is, in all cases, 20. Mean Rorschach reliability between Judges A 

and D proved to be .90U; that between Judges B and D was .925. Mean 

Psychodrama reliability between Judges A and D was .976, between 

Judges B and D .978. 

No psychodrama reliabilities fell below .900. The case for 

the Rorschach mas not quite as good, ^ere, with reference to 

Judges A and D, eight correlations fell below .900, two below .800, 

one below .600. With Judge B six fell below .900, two below 800, 

one below .600. The mean and overall pictures, however, need no 

defense. 
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The remainder of tnis chapter aeais with results obtained in 

the body of the work, sr.a fellows the format at the conclusion of 

Chapter III, which is dictated by the objectives of the research as 

represented by the six questions, repeated here for convenience. 

Question 1: VTr.at is the relationship between Rorschach 

scores achieved ar.d their operationally defined 

psychoar arctic counterparts? 

Table VIII presents intercorrelations for pertinent Rorschach 

variables compared vrith their psychodram?tic counterparts, with the 

subjects treated as a global population; that is, irrespective nf 

their diagnoses. 

TABLE VIII 

INTERCORRELATIO:;S :-"C= RORSCHACH VARIABLES AND THEIR PSYCHO-

DRA:IAT:C COUNTERPARTS 

Psychodrama Rorschach Variables 
Variables lB9a 19UI 2H5I 228a 200a 233a Zbja. 23%a 

6a .512 

11a .222 

16a -.065 

21a -.530 

26a -.235 .177 .250 

31a -.717 
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TABLE VIII (Cont.) 

Psychodrama R o r s c h a c h  V a r i a b l e s  
Variables 268a 132 133 13 U 139a 

36a .309 

66 .123 

75 .553 

all .626 

102 .259 .300 

111 .111 

120 .106 

Most intercorrelations were low. However, the following rela

tionships appear worthy of more than casual notice: 

(a) Psychodrama Affect and Rorschach Chromatic 

Presence (r = -.717). 

(b) Psychodrama Total Time and Rorschach Total Time 

(r = .6iib). 

(c) Psychodrama Situation Time and Rorschach Participa

tion Time (r = .553). 

(d) Psychodrama Intellectual Deliniation and Rorschach 

F % (r - -.530). 

(e) Psychodrama Productivity and Rorschach R (r = .512). 

It should be noted that in both cases where negative correlations 

arise, the coding system used had been reversed with one instrument, 
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so that, while looking at negative numbers, we are actually seeing 

positive relationships. Specifically, the more affect shown in psycho-

drama the more color tended to be used on the Rorschach. The more 

intellectual clarity the subject showed in psychodrama, the higher 

his F % tended to be. 

In Table IX are found the contingency coefficients for some of 

the Rorschach variables and their psychodramatic counterparts which 

could not be treated by the Pearson r. 

TABLE IX 

CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENTS FOR RORSCHACH VARIABLES Alffl THEIR 

PSYCHODRAMATIC COUNTERPARTS 

Psychodrama • R o r s c h a c h  V a r i a b l e s  
Variables 135 273a 288a 

Ula li;. 10 8* 

5ba 13.102#* 

131 .UU3 

* Significant at better than the .01 level of confidence. 

Significant at better than the .05 level of confidence. 

It may be seen from Table IX that, although two different diag

nostic methods were used, the judges tended to reach the same conclusion 

with either, both as regards most likely and least likely diagnosis. 

However, no significant relationship appears to exist between rejection 

of Rorschach cards and refusal to participate in psychodramatic situ

ations. 
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In all, a total of nineteen relationships was investigated. Of 

these, 7 or less than half, showed some positive significance in terms 

of the question. Of these 7, only two (affect and intellectual delini-

ation) relate t<-> what we ordinarily think of as specific dynamics. The 

remainder refer either to "quantitative factors" (Productivity and 

various timing factors) or to global diagnosis. 

Looked at from another point of view, however, we see that, 

while deriving nineteen relationships, we dealt with but sixteen varia

bles, three of them being movement variables having no real counterpart 

in Rorschach, and all highly intercorrelated. In actuality, of the 

variables for which strong theoretical counterparts were hypothesized, 

only five out of thirteen failed to show some significant relationship. 

These five were originality, intellectual emphasis, emotional control, 

self-assertiveness, and warm-up time. 

Thus, Question 1 could be answered to the effect that in the 

good majority of cases there was a significant relationship between 

performance on the Rorschach test and performance in psychodramatic 

situations. 

Question 2: Does the performance of one diagnostic 

group differ from that of another? 

Table X presents a most striking difference in performance of 

the seventh psychodramatic situation dealing with loss of love and giv

ing the subject the choice of playing the rejecting or rejected lover. 
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TABLE X 

CHOICE OF ROLF, IN THE PS YCHODRAMATIC "LOSS OF LOVE" SITUATION 

Hospital R e j e c t o r R e j e c t e d 
Diagnosis Kale Female Total Liale Female Total 

Alcoholics 0 0 0 5 5 10 

S ch'iz ophr eni cs 1 2 3 h 3 7 

Organics 3 5 8 2 0 2 

Normals 3 2 5 2 3 5 

Totals 7 9 16 13 11 2U 

Thus we see that alcoholics, without exception, chose to play 

the role of the rejected lever, schisophrenics tended to do likewise, 

brain damaged swung strongly the other way (particularly the women), 

and normals split off equally. 

Tables XI through XXIII contain the Kann-Whitney U scores and 

their significance for Variables 66 through 120. Each diagnostic 

group here was treated as a single entity and its performance compared 

•with every other diagnostic group. Numbers in parentheses indicate a 

level of significance of .10 or better, while the letter in parenthesis 

signifies the diagnostic group attaining the higher mean. 
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TABLE XI 

DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE BETWEEN ALCOHOLICS (A), SCHIZOPHRENICS (B), 

BRAIN DAI.LA.GED (0), AND NORL-IALS (N) OK VARIABLE 6a PSYCHCDRAMA PRO- ' 

DUCTI'/ITY, SHOVJING U SCORES, LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE AND HIGHER MEANS 

A S_ _ 0 N 

A 7)4.5 (.05) (A) 92.5 100.0 

S 76.0 (.05) (0)' 73.0 C05) (N) 

0 09.0 

N 

TABLE XII 

Dli'FEREMCES IN PERFORMANCE BETWEEN ALCOHOLICS, (A), SCHIZOPHRENICS (S), 

BRAIN DAMAGED (0), AMD NORIALS (N) ON VARIABLE 11a (PSYCHODRAMA 0-

RI INALITY), SHOWN; U SCORES, LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE, AND HIGHER HEAHS 

A S 0 N 

A 93.0 99.5 93.5 

s 98.5 96.5 

0 I0I4.0 

N 
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TABLE XIH 

DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMNCE BETWEEN ALCOHOLICS (A), SCHIZOPHRENICS (S), 

BRAIN DAMAGED (0), AND NORMALS (N) ON VARIABLE 16a (PSYCHODRAMA INTEL

LECTUAL EMPHASIS), SHOWING U SCORES, LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE, AND HIGHER 

MEANS 

A S 0 N_ 

A 89.0 96.5 100.5 

S- 10U.0 92.5 

0 93.0 

N 

TABLE XIV 

DIFFERENCES IN PERFORKANCE BETWEEN ALCOHOLICS (A), SCHIZOPHRENICS (S), 

BRAIN DAMAGED (0), AND NORMALS (N) ON VARIABLE *LA (PSYCHODRAMA INTEL

LECTUAL DELINIATION), SHOWING U SCORES, LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE AND HEHER 

MEANS 

A S 0 N 

A 79.0 (.05) (S) 65.0 (.01)(0) 90.0 

S 99.5 70.5 (.01) (S) 

0 61.0 (.01) (0) 
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TABLE XV 

DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE BETWEEN ALCOHOLICS (A), SCHIZOPHRENICS (S), 

BRAIN DAldAGED (0), AID NORMALS (N) ON VARIABLE 26a . (PSTCHODRAiiA EMOTION-

AL CONTROL, SHOViTING U SCORES, LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE, AND HIGHER MEANS 

A S 0 N 

A 100.5 89.5 85.5 

S 101.5 89.0 

o 83.0 (.10) (N) 

N 

TABLE XVI 

DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE BETWEEN ALCOHOLICS (A), SCHIZOPHRENICS (S), 

BRAIN DAMAGED (0), AND NORMALS (N) OM VARIABLE 31a (PSYCHODRAliA AFFECT), 

SHOWING U SCORES, LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE, AND HIGHER MEANS 

A S 0 N_ 

A 98.5 97.5 98.0 

S 103.5 10U.0 

0 89.5 

N 
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TABLE XVII 

DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE BETWEEN ALCOHOLICS (A), SCHIZOPHRENICS (S), 

BRAIN DAMAGED (0), MD NORMALS (N) ON VARIABLE 3fea (PSYCHOURAIiA SELF-

ASSERTIVE NESS), SHOWING U SCORES, LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE, A'® HIGHER 

MEANS 

A S 0 N 

A 82.5(.10) (A) 97.0 100.0 

S 89.5 73.0 (.05)(N) 

0 90.0 

N 

TABLE XVIII 

DIFFERENCES IN PERFORIvlANCE BETWEEN ALCOHOLICS (A), SCHIZOPHRENICS (S), 

BRAIN DAMAGED (0), AND NORMALS (N) ON VARIABLE 66 (PSYCHODRAMA WARM-

UP TIME), SHOWING U SCORES, LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE, AND HIGHER MEANS 

A S 0 N_ 

A 85.0 (.10)(S) 95.0 100.0 

S 95.0 97.5 

o 102.0 

N 
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TABLE XIX 

DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE BETWEEN ALCOHOLICS (A), SCHIZOPHRENICS (S), 

BRAIN DAMAGED (0), AND NORMALS (N) ON VARIABLE 75 (PSYCHODRAMA SITU

ATION TIME), SHOWING U SCORES, LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE, AND HIGHER MEANS 

A S 0 N 

A 90.0 87.0 8U.0 (.10) (N) 

S 82.0 (.10) (0) 79.0 (.05) (N) 

0 10U.0 

N 

TABLE XX 

DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE BETWEEN ALCOHOLICS (A), SCHIZOPHRENICS (S), 

BRAIN DAMAGED (0), AND NORMALS (N) ON VARIABLE 81* (PSYCHODRAMA TOTAL 

TIME), SHOWING U SCORES, LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE, AND HIGHER LEANS 

A S 0 ' N 

A 105.0 83.5 (.10) (A) 79.0 (.05) (N) 

s 8U.0 (.10) (S) 83.0 (.10) (N) 

0 102.0 

N 
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TABLE U1 

DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE BETWEEN ALCOHOLICS (A), SCHIZOPHRENICS (S), 

BRAIN DAMAGED (0), A!ID NORMALS (N) ON VARIABLE 102 (PSYCHODRAMA TOTAL 

MOTILITY), SHOWING U SCORES, LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE, AND HIGHER MEANS 

A S 0 N 

A 96.0 10U.0 101.5 

S 99.5 9U.0 

0 - 10U.0 

N 

TABLE XXII 

DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE BETVifEEN ALCOHOLICS (A), SCHIZOPHRENICS (S), 

BRAIN DAMAGED (0), A I© NORMALS (N) ON VARIABLE 111 (PSYCHODRAMA MOTI

LITY / TOTAL TIME), SHOWING U SCORES, LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE, AND HIGHER 

MEANS 

A S 0 N_ 

A 105.5 100.0 tt6.0 

S - - - 101.0 92.0 

0 99.0 

N 
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TABLE XXIII 

DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE• BETWEEN ALCOHOLICS (A), SCHIZOPHRENICS (S), 

BRAIN DAMAGED (0), AND NORMALS (N) ON VARIABLE 120 (PSYCHODRAMA MOTI

LITY / SITUATION TILE), SHOWING U SCORES, LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE AND 

HIGHER MEANS 

A S 0 N 

A loo.o 93.0 89.5 

S 87.5 88.5 

o 103.0 

N 

Table XXIV summarizes Table XI through XXIII, shotting the 

significant relationships and. which mean of the two diagnostic groups 

was the higher. 
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TABLE XXIV 

A SUMMARY OF TABLES XI THROUGH XXIII, SHOWING SIGNIFICANT DIFFER

ENCES IN MEAN PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS DIAGNOSTIC GROUPS AND WHICH 

OF THE MEANS WAS THE HIGHER 

6a 

11a 

16a 

21a 

26a 

31a 

36a 

66 

75 

8U 

102 

111 

120 

A - S 

65 

10 

A - 0 

01 

:.o 

A - N 

10 

05 

S - 0 

10 

10 

S - N 

05 

01 

p5 
10 

0 - N 

01 

10 
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An examination of Table XXIV yields the following information: 

(a) No group performed, significantly different from 

any other in originality, intellectual emphasis, affect, 

self-assertiveness, or any of the motility factors. 

(b) Schizophrenics were significantly lower than any 

other group in psychodramatic productivity. 

(c) Alcoholics and normals scored significantly lower 

in psychodramatic intellectual delineation than both the 

schizophrenics and brain damaged. (Note that in this 

category the lower the score the greater the intellectual 

clarity: Precise - 1; Crude - 2; Confused - 3.) 

(d) Organics tended to have less emotional control (be 

more explosive) than did normals, but did not seem signifi

cantly different from alcoholics or schizophrenics. 

(e) Schizophrenics tended to take longer in entering 

their role playing situations than did alcoholics, but 

failed to differ significantly from any other group. 

(f) Alcoholics and schizophrenics tended to leave the 

role playing situation sooner than normals and organics. 

(g) An unclear picture arises regarding Total Time, 

possibly contaminated by the fact that this timing factor 

includes both time spent in role playing and time spent 

in "resisting" the role. 

It -will be recalled that Table VIII treated the subject popu

lation as a single heterogeneous group, the correlation coeffecient, in 
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all cases, reflecting a compromise between the more extreme correla

tions for each diagnostic grouping. Table XXV shows the correlations 

for each diagnostic group on the variables presented in Table VIII. 

Table XXV appears to yield a number of interesting facts; 

(a) Both alcoholics and normals showed a correlation 

of .500 or better on only two pairs of variables out of 

111, while schizophrenics and organics achieved five each. 

(b) Schizophrenics, organics, and normals showed a 

high positive correlation between productivity in psycho-

drama and number of responses to the Rorschach cards 

(Variables 6a and 189a.) The alcoholics, on the other hand, 

showed a marked tendency toward a negative relationship. 

(Examination of the group scores in each category in ques

tion reveals the fact that alcoholics did not differ signifi

cantly from other groups in either psychodrarnatic productivi

ty or number of Rorschach responses.) Thus, Tire could say 

that the overall correlation shown in Table VIII would have 

been considerably higher (better than .700) had alcoholics 

shown the same trend as the other three groups. 

(c) Schizophrenics tended to show a positive correlation 

between psychodrarnatic originality and Rorschach F. 

(d) The negative correlation between psychodrarnatic intel

lectual delineation and Rorschach F %} shown in Table VIII, 

resulted from the performance of the two psychotic groups, 

with normals and alcoholics tending in the opposite directicn. 
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TABLE XXV 

CORRELATIONS FOR ALCOHOLICS, SCHIZOPHRENICS, BRAIN DAMAGED AND 

NORMALS, ON RORSCHACH VARIABLES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE PsYCHODRAMATIC 

COUNTERPARTS 

Variables Alcoholics Schizophrenics Organics Normals 

6a ; 189a -.1419 .777 .668 .711 

11a 5 19Ua -.227 .505 -.062 .222 

16a ; 2Uba .179 -.359 -.3U7 .389 

21a ; 228a .Uil -.776 -.506 .268 

26a j 208a .391 -.7U1 .393 -.090 

26a ; 253a .269 .U2U -.367 -.203 

2t>a ; 263a -.589 .3U6 -.U08 -.205 

36a ; 268a -.150 .358 .863 -.013 

66 j 132 .177 .199 -.008 .866 

75 ; 133 •17U .U5U -.782 .1418 

8U ; 13U .5U2 .396 .790 .65U 

102 j 139a -.317 .721 .300 .215 

111 ; 139a -.218 .31* .256 .16U 

120 j 139a -.185 .UU2 .080 .OOU 
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(e) Despite the very low correlation shown in Table 

VIII for Variables 2ba and iiOba, schizophrenics as a 

group achieved a markedly high negative correlation, indi

cating that the less the emotional control the higher the 

F %. 

(f) Deviating from the overall correlation of .250 

in Table VIII, alcoholics as a group showed a marked 

negative correlation on emotional control and Erlebnistyp, 

demonstrating a tendency for Sum C to increase as control 

became less. 

(g) Organics showed a significantly high correlation 

(.863) on psychodramatic self-assertiveness and the type 

of perceived human movement on Plate III of the Rorschach, 

thus proving to be the only diagnostic group bearing out 

the findings of Hammer and Jacks (1955). 

(h) Normals were the only group showing a markedly high 

positive relationship between the time spent before entering 

a role and time spent before reacting to the Rorschach 

plates. 

(i) Organics were the only group to demonstrate a 

significant relationship between time spent in role playing 

and time spent on Rorschach cards, in this case a negative 

relationship. They spent far more time involved with each 

diagnostic instrument than did any other group. 
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) Schizophrenics comprised the only group to fail 

to show a positive correlation of .500 or better on psycho-

dramatic total time and Rorschach total time, although 

even they tended to move in the same direction as the 

others, -with a correlation of .396» 

) Only the schizophrenics showed a marked relation

ship between psychodramatic motility and number of human 

movement responses perceived on the Rorschach, demonstrat

ing that those seeing more human movement tended to move 

about more on the psychodramatic stage. However, when 

correction factors were applied to motility scores (as 

represented by Variables 111 and 1^0) no groups showed a 

particularly high correlation, although the trend was 

still apparent in the schizophrenics. 
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Question 3: Do performances reflect sex differences? 

Table XXVI presents the contingency coefficients aealing with 

sex differences, while in Table XXVII may be found, the Mann-Whitney 

U scores on each pertinent pair of variables, the first of which is 

always sex. 

TABLE XXVI 

CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENTS, DEGREES OF FREEDOM, AND LEVEL OF' SIGNIFI

CANCE OF SEVEN VARIABLES TREATED FOR SEX DIFFERENCES', 

V a r i a b l e  Coefficient d.f. Significance 

Psychodrama Most Likely Diagnosis 1.U90 3 Not sig. 

Psychodrama Least Likely Diagnosis 2.9YB 3 Not sig. 

Psychodrama Rejector-Rejectee 0,1*17 1 Not sig. 

Psychodrama Total Rejections 1.725 1 Not sig. 

Rorschach Total Rejections 0.317 2 Not sig. 

Rorschach Most Likely Diagnosis 1.U26 3 Not sig. 

Rorschach Least Likely Diagnosis 3.018 3 Not sig. 
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TABLE XXVII 

SEX DIFFERENCES ON NINE SELECTED VARIABLES, AS DEMONSTRATED 

BY MANN-WHITNEY U SCORES AND LEVEL.OF SIGNIFICANCE 

V a r i a b l e  U Score Significance 

Psychodrama Warm-up Time 196.5 Not sig. 

Psychodrama Situation Time 187.5 Not sig. 

Psychodrama Total Time 179.5 Not sig. 

Psychodrama Motility 185.5 Not sig. 

Motility / Total Time • 168.5 Not sig. 

Motility / Situation Time 155.5 Not sig. 

Rorschach Reaction Time 18 Y. 5 Not sig. 

Rorschach Participation Time 1U5.5 Not sig. 

Rorschach Total Time 172.0 Not sig. 

It -will be noted from both the preceding tables that in no 

instance were there any significant sex differences in performance in 

either the Rorschach or Psychodrama when the population was treated 

regardless of Diagnostic category. 

Question U: Yftiat is the relationship between diagnosis derived 

by means of the Rorschach ana/or Psychoclrama and 

that achieved by other methods? 

In Table XXVIII are found the contingency coefficients describ

ing the relationship between diagnosis by means of the Rorschach ana 

Psychodrama and the diagnosis tendered by the hospital staff by some 

means other than the use of either nf these two instruments*. 
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It is most interesting to note that the psychodrama came 

closer to coinciding with hospital diagnosis than did the Rorschach, 

although neither demonstrated significance at the .05 level of confi

dence or better. Specifically, for nine degrees of freedom, the P 

for the psychodrama equals approximately .13, while that for Rorschach 

is equal to about .27. 

An inspection of the diagnoses derived by means of Rorschach 

and Psychodrama, however, discloses the fact that both irere guilty of 

2k false negatives, as well as 2k false positives. All alcoholics, as 

•well as all normals, were diagnosed as "normal" by means of the 

psychodrama. This fact loses some significance -when we see that an 

additional 11 (six organics and five schizophrenics) were likewise 

diagnosed psychodranatically as "normal", a total of 31 out of UOJ 

The Rorschach, on the other hand, offered more diversity of diagnosis, 

finding 15 patients alcoholic, 6 schizophrenic, 13 brain damaged, and 

6 normal. Suffice it to say that accuracy of diagnosis -was only 

slightly better than -what should have been dictated by chance alone. 

When alcoholics and normals nere grouped together as non-psychotic 

and compared with schizophrenics and organics as psychotic, we find 

that both instruments yielded an equal number of false negatives, 

but that psychodramatic diagnosis avoided false positives altogether, 

while Rorschach diagnosis resulted in 11 false positives. 
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TABLE XXVIII 

CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENTS SHOWING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIAGNOSIS 

ACHIEVED BY MEANS OF THE RORSCHACH AND PSYCHODRAMA AND DIAGNOSIS 

TENDERED BY HOSPITAL STAFF BY MEANS OTHER THAN RORSCHACH OR PSYCHO-

DRAMA 

V a r i a b l e  Coefficient Significance 

Psychodrama Most Likely Diagnosis 1U.077 Not sig, 

Psychodrama Least Likely Diagnosis 11.057 Not sig. 

Rorschach Most Likely Diagnosis II.J426 Not sig. 

Rorschach Least Likely Diagnosis 7.117 Not sig. 

Question 5: Are there interrelationships in performance on 

certain Psychodrama variables? 

Table XXIX displays intercorrelations for selected Psychodrama 

variables. 

We find that almost all the intercorrelations are satiafyingly 

low. The notably high correlations involve: 

(a) Originality and Situation Time. 

(b) Total Time and Situation Time. 

Moderately high intercorrelations center about: 

(a) Motility and Motility / Total Time 

(b) Motility and Situation Time 

(c) Productivity and Total Time 

(d) Intellectual Delineation and Warm-up Time 
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TABLE XXIX 

INTERCORRELATIONS AmONG SELECTED PSYCHODRAMA VARIABLES 

Variable 66 75 till 102 111 120 

6a -.375 .782 .55U .U10 .166 .112 

11a .007 .028 .025 . .195 .2 ia .018 

16a .036 .030 -.052 .021 -.036 -.025 

21a .553 -.166 .oho -.312 -.313 .136 

2ba -.256 .056 .013 .070 .019 -.218 

31a 

0
 

CM .
 1 .071 .0'3U .169 .0U5 .187 

36a -.208 .32U .202 .186 -.118 -.005 

66 -.17U .278 -.291 -.1+36 -.109 

75 .861+ .1+95 .015 -.101 

8U .33U -.252 -.192 

102 .578 .317 

111 .339 

A further attempt to evaluate psychodramatic intercorrelations 

centered about Variable 130 choice of rejector versus rejected in 

the "Loss of L0ve" situation. Table XXX presents Mann-Whitney U scores 

for a mxpiber of psychodramatic variables compared with Variable 130. 

We note that in the only two instances showing significance it 

was those choosing the role of rejector who tended to stay in their 

roles longest. Of some particular interest is the fact that the level 

of confidence increased from Situation to Total Time. It is the latter 

that includes Warm-up and Hesitation Times. We would conclude, from 
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the two levels of confidence, that the rejectors tended not only to re

main in their roles longer, but, that in addition, they tended to 

"resist" the role less, that is, to jump into role playing with less 

hesitation than those who chose to play the rejected lover. An in

spection of the Hesitation and Warm-up Time scores for the two groups 

indeed proves this to be the case. 

TABLE XXX 

MANN-WHITNEY U SCORES, LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE^ AND HIGHER MEAN FOR A 

NUMBER OF SELECTED PSYCHODRAMATIC VARIABLES RELATED WITH CHOICE OF ROLE 

IN THE "LOSS OF LOVE" SITUATION 

U Score Significance Higher Mean 

Productivity 162.5 Not sig. - -

Originality 179.5 Not sig. 

Intellectual Emphasis l5t>.0 Not sig. -

Intellectual Deliniation 1UU.5 Not sig. - -

Emotional Control 181.0 Not sig. 

Affect 181.0 Not sig. 

Self-assertiveness 172.0 Not sig. ______ 

Warm-up Time li|6.0 Not sig. - - -

Situation Time 120.0 .05 Rejector 

Total Time 80.0 .01 

Motility 183.5 Not sig. 

Motility / Total Time llj.6.0 Not sig. - -

Motility / Situation Time 1U0.0 Not sig. 
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Question 6: How well do achieved results agree with those 

described in previous researches? 

Since this question deals with results already recorded in this 

portion of the paper, as well as a major part of Chapter I, it would 

seem most appropriate tn treat the subject in the following section, 

rather than in the Results chapter. 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Discussion in this chapter would most appropriately follow 

the same sequence with which the results evolved in Chapter IV. Thus, 

we will review seven areas: the matter of interjudge correlations and 

the six questions framing the goals of this research. 

Interjudge Reliabilities 

The findings on interjudge reliabilities are important for two 

primary reasons, the first of which is that, obviously, the validity 

of subsequent findings rests upon the extent of agreement between the 

three judges. Little need be added to the statement of findings in 

that realm. Even the iowest of the reliabilities was high enough to 

attach credence to the agreements between raters, and the great ma

jority of the coefficients left no question whatsoever. In fact, most 

of the reliabilities exceeded expectations to a point which might 

raise some scientific eyebrows, which brings us to the second reason 

for paying more than passing notice to the results. 

Many researchers have used more than a single judge (for 

reasons similar to those of this worker) and have quotea reliabilities 

that more often than not fell short of those stated in this paper. In 

addition, there has been much comment and some work on the reliability 

of scoring, in Rorschach, with the general conclusion being that the 
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more veteran the scorers, the closer the agreement. The author of the 

present work 'would attribute the high level of agreement between the 

three judges involved to a single factor: practice. At the start of 

this project it was found that one of us had been "raised" on Klopfer, 

another on Beck, and the third seemed to use a system that defied de

finition by anyone other than himself. Neither of the other workers, 

in addition, had ever had any experience with psychodrama. It was 

necessary, therefore, to build from the ground up, with reference to 

psychodrama, and to establish some common frame of reference within 

which to judge the subject's performance on the Rorschach. Accordingly, 

fully as many subjects as those used in the research were run through 

both Rorschach and Psychodrama by all three judges sitting as a group. 

After each session, the raters did their scoring, after which results 

were compared, differences noted, and attempts made to modify or dis

courage discrepancies in scoring. As the list of subjects grew the 

number of discrepancies shrank, until we had reached a point where we 

were assured that interjudge reliabilities would prove to be quite high. 

(It might be added that, in the process, the judges learned a considerable 

amount about one another's use of defense mechanisms, the details of 

which might well constitute another dissertation.) 

This method of proceeding might be called "practice" by some 

and, less charitably, "bias" by others. It was, in effect, an attempt 

to standardize scoring — certainly not an ignoble goal — and the 

results demonstrate that this can be done with not a great deal of 

effort. "Whether the resulting standardization is a proper one 
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constitutes,"of course, a separate question, and will be treated 

later in this paper in reference to comparisons of hospital diagnosis 

•with Rorschach ana Psychodrama diagnosis. 

The Six Questions 

In the search for relationship between Rorschach and Psycho-

drama scores we encounter two primary difficulties. The first is the 

assumption that the operationally defined psychodramatic scoring 

definitions are valid counterparts of the Rorschach scores utilized. 

This assumption is, of course, open to dispute and yet little can be 

said about any relationship so found unless some statement can be 

made about the validity of the assumptions upon -which the relation

ships are based. The second difficulty relates to the original intent 

of this research. To uncover relationships — or their lack — between 

Rorschach and Psychodrama is but the first step in gaining some 

practical advantage from this work. The second would necessitate the 

demonstration of a relationship between behavior on the psychodramatic 

stage and real life behavior. Then and only then could one say, with 

some degree of certainty, that an individual's real life behavior is 

predictable from his Rorschach "behavior." We are, then, dealing with 

two imponderables, the second of which would require further research 

if results of this current work would appear to warrant it. 

We will proceed, therefore, by accepting for the moment the 

assumption that there is some degree of validity in the operationally 
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defined psychodramatic counterparts of our Rorschach scores and 

patterns, keeping in mind always that this is an assumption, and 

one not necessarily accurate. 

It might be best, at this point, to review those variables 

for which a reasonable degree of relationship was found, as well as 

those appearing to lack relationship, in order to speculate better 

about the reasons for failing to find relationship where one was 

expected. Table XXXI lists all the variables dealt with, categorizing 

them roughly into either sufficient or insufficient relationship. 

TABLE XXXI 

RORSCHACH AND PSYCHODRAMATIC VARIABLES FOR WHICH REASONABLE RELATION

SHIP WAS POUND, AND THOSE FAILING GOOD RELATIONSHIP 

Marked Relationship 

Psychodrama Productivity 
& 

Rorschach R 

Psychodrama Intellectual Delini-
ation & 

Rorschach F % 

Psychodrama Affect 
& 

Rorschach Chromatic Presense 

Psychodrama Situation Time 
& 

Rorschach Situation Time 

Psychodrama Total Time 
& 

Rorschach Total Time 

Little Relationship 

Psychodrama Originality 
& 

Rorschach P 

Psychodrama Intellectual Emphasis 
& 

Rorschach Predmoninant Location 

Psychodrama Emotional Control 
& 

Rorschach F %y 
Rorschach Chromatic Ratio.' 
Rorschach Erlebnistyp 

Psychodrama Self-assertiveness, 
Psychodrama Motility & 
Rorschach M (Plate III) 

Psychodrama Warm-up Time 
& 

Rorschach Reaction Time 
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TABLE XXXI (Cont.) 

Marked Relationship Little Relationship 

Psychodrama Motility 
Psychodrama Motility/Total Time 
Psychodrama Motility/Situation Time 

& 
Rorschach M 

It is no surprise to find that motility in psychodrama appears 

to have little relationship to anything else and, in particular, move

ment as perceived in the Rorschach. This has been demonstrated 

previously by Shapiro (1951) and Coan (19t>0). Although the only 

figures entered here center about the movement variables, it should be 

mentioned that a perusal of the computer data indicates that in no 

case did motility show reasonable relationship to any of the 35 variables 

dealt "with. 

We have yet to account for the fact that some subjects demon

strated a great deal of motility on the psychodramatic stage, while 

others engaged in virtually none. We can state, howsver, that motility 

appears not to depend upon the type of fantasy being evoked, nor upon 

any personality characteristic or constellation plumbed in this study 

by the Rorschach. 

Referring once more to the column headed "Marked Relationship", 

we note that all the variables mentioned there, with the exception of 

two pair, relate to timing factors and productivity. The results on 

timing are, once again, no surprise. The work done by Shapiro (1951) 

demonstrated the same relationships and failed (as in the present work) 
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to find a connection between warmup time and any other factor. 17e might 

conclude that willingness to participate in either the Rorschach or 

Psychodrama experience had little to do with the level of fantasy being 

evoked or the amount of structuring in the fantasy situation: that is, 

that there is some more basic mechanism of determining time spent in in

volvement (in real life too?) than might be affected by "the command to 

engage in fantasy." The same might be suggested of productivity. 

That intellectual delineation in psychodrama showed positive re

lationship with Rorschach F % seems perfectly logical, since it is so 

much easier to define and "spot" clarity of mentation than to identify 

the more elusive components constituting what v/e call "feelings." 

The last of the relationships, involving affect and chromatic 

presence, tells us very little, in actuality, nothing more than the fact 

that where some degree of feeling was noted in psychodrama some use of 

color was involved on the Rorschach. HOVJ much feeling and how much ex

pression of feeling was dealt with in those affect factors which failed 

to show relationship. 

Add to this the fact that different diagnostic groups deviated, 

sometimes considerably, from the overall picture, and we seem to have 

even more reason to be exceedingly cautious about any claims to the 

efficiency of the Rorschac's ability to predict behavior in the Psycho

drama (and in real life, if the Psychodrama variables are validly de

fined and if there is a positive relationship between psychodramatic be

havior and real life behavior.) 
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Nevertheless, we find tP~t there is no quarrel with the 

demonstrated fact that, despite all the failures of relationship, the 

judges, with a high degree of accuracy, tended to categorize the 

patient into a single diagnostic group regardless of which of the two 

projective techniques they employed. It would seem, from examination 

of Table XXXI, that the odds were certainly against three judges reach

ing an agreement on diagnosis and yet this was an accomplished fact. 

However, we find that the diagnosis agreed .. on by these people had 

little relationship to tre diagnosis conferred by the hospital stai"f 

on the basis of information from sources other than psychodiagnostics. 

Expressed differently, one might give us a medal for high agreement, 

but hang us for agreement on the ~ong diagnosis. 

A closer examination of the conditions under which each group 

labored might remove some of the sting. How does a non-testing staff 

member reach a conclusion about a specific patient's diagnosis, in 

almost all cases? A patient is picked up by the Sheriff . He was 

found reeling along the street, disheveled, incoherent, reeking of 

alcohol. He is brought to the hospital and, a d~- or two later, when 

interviewed, reveals that he has been drinking to excess for the last 

two or four months without cease, and that this has been a pattern for 

the last five or ten years. The staff member very skilfully diagnoses 

him as "Alcoholic". Two or three weeks later the patient is, in all 

likelihood, "dried outtt, has put on weight, has had rest of the kind 

he had not experienced for at lea.st many months , has not had a drink 

for many days, and speaks quite rationally and distinctly (barring 
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organic damage affecting speech, coordination, or mentation, which is 

a relative rarity in those alcoholics brought to DeWitt.) It is at 

this time that he appears on the psychodramatic stage and is diagnosed, 

quite properly, perhaps, "normal", the judge lacking the historical 

information available to the staff member. 

We could paint the same picture of the actively hallucinating 

schizophrenic, or of the organic with a known history of damage by 

trauma, disease, alcoholism, and so forth. A staff member, speaking 

with someone known to be employed by the hospital, would, without too 

much hesitation, be inclined to diagnose him as "normal". The three 

judges, unlike the other staff people, worked blindly, which is per

haps the best argument for gathering as much background material as is 

possible, before attempting to render a diagnosis. 

The fact that 31 out of UO subjects were diagnosed psycho-

dramatically as "normal" may have some connection with a phenomenon 

common to the experience of most people working in a "progressive" 

state institution today. Many lay visitors to hospitals of this sort 

are surprised at the fact that the patients seen walking around, almost 

without exception, don't "act crazy", don't climb on the walls, don't 

dance, sing, talk to themselves, scream, don't, as a matter of fact, 

appear to act in any way that distinguishes them from the "normal" 

citizen outside the hospital walls. The primary reasons for this 

probably are the fact that the most severely disturbed patients do not 

walk about, but are contained behind locked doors, and that there are 

many psychotics who are no longer acutely ill, are in some degree of 
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remission, and. are receiving some form of chemotherapy, helping them 

to control their symptoms. It takes a veteran observer to detect the 

signs of illness in many emotionally disturbed patients, and this is 

done, usually, only by "digging in" either in group therapy or in

tensive interview — and, we must not forget — with the aid of back

ground material. The situation, in this research, involved perhaps 

thirty minutes of expression of fantasy on a psychodramatic stage, 

evidently not enough to evoke sufficiently obvious symptoms of illness, 

and certainly not calling forth situations comparable to the real life 

crises of the patient that, perhaps, precipitated the blatant break

down in behavior resulting in hospitalization. Certainly one proof of 

this thesis is the demonstrated fact that most alcoholics, after a 

short period of hospitalization, feel little need to have a drink as 

long as they remain in the hospital, although a number of them do not 

abstain for more than an hour or two after leaving the grounds as dis

charged. 

In reference to the differences in performance between diag

nostic groups, little may be said here, other than the fact that such 

differences exist and should make us mare cautious about formulating 

blanket statements about hetergeneous populations. Reasons for the 

derived differences are, no doubt, quite complex, and the search for 

some rationale would probably require intensive study of each result 

and a great deal of further research specifically geared to the need. 

One area of group differences, for example, seems to encompass both 
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what appears to be so logical as to be taken for grantea ana, at the 

same time, an enigma. I refer specifically to group differences on 

the choice of role in the "Loss of Love" situation, as presented in 

Table X. 

It is no surprise to find alcoholics taking the "rejected" 

role, although one could justifiably question whether this is a part 

of the "alcoholic personality", present before signs of excessive 

drinking are necessarily present, or whether rejection is a common 

experience in his life because of the deterioration in family soli

darity, occupational continuity, and social relationships created by 

his excesses and resulting in victim-precipitated-but-not-desired 

divorce, loss of job, and severance of social relations. The similar 

reaction of the schizophrenics is, likewise, not inconsistent with 

theories concerning the etiology of schizophrenia, nor descriptions 

of the schizoid personality or the schizophrenogenic parent. However, 

how do we account for the dramatic turnabout of the brain damaged? 

I find myself at a loss to even begin hypothesizing about this event. 

Not that it isn't easy to theorize — words are cheap — but that we 

have no evidence within grasp to provide valid support for any claims 

we might make there. This, then, is another area requiring intensive 

study, as does, for instance, the fact that alcoholics, the only 

group of those studied, tended to show a negative relationship between 

productivity in Psychodrama and number of responses to the Rorschach 

cards. 

As a matter of fact, it is interesting to note that, in no 

instance did normal individuals deviate from a consistent trend shown 
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by the other three groups, schizophrenics and organics deviated in 

two areas each, but alcoholics deviated on four occasions, out of a 

possible 1U. Is it possible that there is some connection here with 

the theorized oppositional tendencies of the alcoholic? The answer 

might lie in further investigation. 

There seems to be nothing to add about the question of sex 

differences in this research. They did not exist to any significant 

degree and can, therefore, be presumed to have had negligible effect 

on the data derived here. 

As regards the intercorrelations among psychodramatic 

variables, there appears to be no great problem. Timing and motility 

factors could be expected to intercorrelate with one another. As for 

originality and Situation Time, it might be presumed that originality 

could be expected to hinge on a willingness to "let go" (or an in

ability to control mentation), and the process of creating would 

certainly tend to be time cnnsumi-ng. The individual who is badly 

constricted or highly conforming would have little to say, and a 

tendency to say it and leave the situation. It is not surprising, 

therefore, to find a marked relationship between productivity and time 

spent in role playing, which was indeed the case. Nor is it contra

dictory to find a positive correlation between intellectual delineation 

and warm-up time, keeping in mind the fact that this indicates a 

negative relationship. We might translate this datum into the fact 

that the more clarity of mentation the more quickly the role playing 

situation was entered, the less clarity the longer the delay. In the 
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case of the psychotics, particularly, a great deal of time seemed 

to be spent in trying to comprehend what they were to do and how to 

do it, with the result that their warm-up time built up to a consider

able level at the end of the eight situations. Warm-up time in it

self, then, may be a function not only of emotional willingness to 

enter certain fantasy realms, but also of intellectual ability to 

grasp and organize instructions and goals. 

This chapter concludes with consideration of the sixth 

question posed at the end of Chapter IV and repeated here for con

veniences What is the relationship bet-ween results achieved in the 

present research and those derived in previous works? 

The Rorschach and the Alcoholic 

Evaluating the data derived in this study with relation to 

33 "alcoholic signs" developed by Billig and Sullivan (19U2), Buhler 

and Lefever (19U7), Button (1956), Cass and McReynolds (1951), and 

Shereshevsky-Shere (1953), ws find that our alcoholic population met 

only 6 of the criteria, with 3 tendencies in that direction; not what 

one would consider spectacular success. This would account, perhaps, 

for the failure, by means of Rorschach, to identify four out of ten 

alcoholics, since this study utilized 7 of those signs derived from 

previous efforts, only one of -which (low m) showsd agreement. 

The Rorschach and the Schizophrenic 

Three primary studies were mentioned in Chapter I: those of 

Vinson (i960), Kendig (19U9), and Taulbee and Sisson (195U), relating 
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to signs most commonly shown by schizophrenics on the Rorschach. 

Comparing our data with 18 of those signs we find only 2 showing 

strong agreement: F-f- % < 70, and few H and Hd. Once again we 

find possible reason for the failure of the Rorschach to correctly 

diagnose over half of the schizophrenics. 

The Rorschach and the Brain Damaged 

Results compared with the signs developed by Dorken and Krai 

(1952) showed no agreement whatsoever. 3 signs agreed with those of 

Piotrowski (1936a; 193t>b), and 2 with those of Reitan (1955b). Thus, 

a total of five "organic" signs correlated positively with those of 

previous workers, out of a possible 21. 

The Rorschach and Sensory-tonic Theory 

It will be recalled that Singer and Spohn (195U), continuing 

the work begun'by Werner (l9U5a), hypothesized that a high number of 

M responses on the Rorschach would be reflected in a long inhibition 

(warm-up) time for psychodramatic situations. The present findings 

not only do not support the hypothesis, but demonstrated a trend in 

the opposite direction (r = -.215). 

The Rorschach and Aggression 

As mentioned previously, only the organic group tended to bear 

out the hypothesis of Hammer and Jacks (1955), which associated the 

use of the extensor M (on Plate III of the Rorschach) with self-
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assertiveness. The correlation was quite high (.tS63), but this 

finding failed to find support in 75% of the research population. 

The Global Picture 

In all, then, there was found to be relatively little agree

ment between the findings in this study and those of previous works. 

Certainly one factor deserving focussed attention is the fact that 

calling a patient "alcoholic" or "organic" is saying very little. Are 

alcoholics so similar in personality constellation that they can be 

grouped into one blanket category? Is there one "organic" or does 

the resulting expression of symptomatology depend a great deal upon 

the site of the lesion as well as the premorbid personality? Is an 

individual "normal" because he passed a Civil Service examination 

and is employed at a hospital? All sign systems of necessity labor 

under the incubus of having to assign to a highly variable class of 

individuals highly specific "signs" presumably representative of pre

dictable performance, not only on the test itself but, by inference, 

in everyday living activity. This, perhaps, explains the low level 

of agreement not only of these findings with previous ones, but of 

each researcher with every other one. Small wonder then that the 

Rorschach is attacked as an unreliable instrument when hardly a study 

done is found to be in agreement with any other. 

This raises issues discussed in the first three pages of 

Chapter I. It will be recalled that Kornreich (1953) stressed the 

importance of the individual's life experience as a determinant of 

Rorschach reactions. Lindner (1955) compared the Rorschach response 
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with the dream, suggesting that Rorschach data and interpersonal 

data originate from different levels of behavioral organization ana 

are not directly comparable. Gruen (1957) found a situation #iere 

behavior under unstructured conditions was predicted accurately by 

the Rorschach, which then failed in prediction when the patient was 

in a structured situation. iiutt, Gibby, Milton, Pottharst (1950), 

and Korner (1950) found "psychotic" records of hospitalized patients 

reflecting their psychotic behavior, while the behavior of non-

hospitalized patients did not fit the similarly "psychotic" record 

obtained on the Rorschach. 

Certainly worthy of intensive investigation, then, is the 

possibility that, as stated in the Introduction, "Rorschach per

formance, rather than being directly related to social behavior, 

reflects behavior at the levels of fantasy and feeling far removed 

from 'reality situations'". 

In addition, we are a long way from demonstrating the 

existence — and, if such, the nature — of a direct relationship 

between characteristic responses of an individual on a psycho-

dramatic stage and the manner in which he would tend to react to 

real life situations in a reality setting. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The efforts described in this paper -were geared primarily to 

an investigation of the relationship between predicted behavior by 

means of the Rorschach test and behavior on the psychodramatic stage. 

The subject population was small, consisting of four groups of ten 

each, divided equally by sex, and categorized as "alcoholic", "schizo

phrenic", "organic", and "normal". The sample was barely adequate 

in size when all forty subjects were treated as a single hetero

geneous entity, considerably smaller when treated as isolated diag

nostic groups, and would have been miniscule if cut further by sex. 

Thus, all results should be treated with caution, and serve only to 

indicate trends and possibilities for further fruitful investigation. 

Findings may be summarized as follows: 

(a) While a number of direct relationships were found 

between Rorschach score patterns and Psychodrama action 

patterns, they were in a distinct minority and tended to 

exclude what we commonly think of as the deeper levels of 

personality organization. Possible reasons for the failure 

to find a greater number of significant relationships 

would be that: 

110. 
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(1) Psychodramatic variables chosen for 

the work are not valid counterparts of their 

corresponding Rorschach scores. 

(2) While for the psychotic there may be 

no testing between fantasy and real life, 

this conclusion is not obtainable from 

Rorschach data alone, without knowing some

thing more about the individual's life 

experience. 

(3) The Rorschach may successfully predict 

behavior under unstructured conditions, but not 

when the situation becomes more structured. 

(U) The Rorschach, because it is different 

as a stimulus situation from other socially-

learned-about situations, elicits behavior at 

a different level of organization and is not, 

therefore, strictly comparable with inter

personal data as elicited on a psychodramatic 

stage. 

(b) Diagnosis arrived at by means of the Rorschach and 

Psychodrama tended to show a paucity of agreement with 

diagnosis rendered by hospital personnel using resources 

other than psychological testing. One possible impli

cation of this finding is that both projective techniques 

are ineffective for diagnosis. Another possibility is that 
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the efficacy and accuracy of staff diagnoses hinges 

crucially on the possession of case histories or back

ground material, data not available to the researchers 

involved in this study. 

(c) There was sparse agreement between results derived 

in the present work and those achieved in previous investi

gations. Differences in findings of researchers involved 

may be due to the inefficiency of the Rorschach as a pro

jective technique, or to inadequately standardized methods 

of scoring and interpretation, may explain (b) and may 

involve many of the factors listed in (a) 

(d) Sex differences in performance were virtually non

existent. Sex differences within diagnostic categories 

could not be investigated without' rendering the sample so 

small as to be totally inadequate. 

(e) The low number of significant intercorrelations 

among Peychodrama variables would seem to indicate that 

most are measuring distinct and different aspects of 

functioning. 

(f) On a number of occasions it was found that one 

specific diagnostic group deviated markedly from the 

direction shown by the other three. This would seem to 

emphasize the need for great caution in formulating 

diagnostic criteria for a heterogeneous population. In 

addition, this area would appear to be a potentially 

ripe field for further exploration. 
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(g) The high degree of agreement among the three 

judges doing the scoring is most probably the result of 

practice and discussion, dealing with a large number of 

subjects before launching into the research proper. This 

is an indication that inter-judge reliability of a 

superior quality is not beyond the reach of the researcher, 

provided that efforts are first made at some mutual 

methodology or standardization of scoring and interpre

tation. 

(h) Not only did the judges show high agreement in 

scoring by means of one technique or another, but tended 

to a great degree to reach the same conclusion as to 

diagnosis on a particular subject whichever instrument 

was being used for the purpose. More explicitly, if 

Judge A diagnosed a patient as schizophrenic on the 

basis of Rorschach results, the great majority of times 

Judge B reached the same conclusion, but one founded on 

the subject's psychodramatic performance. 

Many questions remain unanswered. Certainly an area of 

prime importance centers around the relationship between psycho-

dramatic performance and real-life behavior. Another mystery 

surrounds the reasons for differing performances among the various 

diagnostic groups. A third problem focusses on the causes underlying 

the lack of agreement between this study and the findings in previous 
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researches and yet another involves the failure of the researchers in 

this study to agree with diagnoses rendered by hospital staff, raising 

the question of the value of psychodiagnostics in the hospital setting. 

With the increasing emphasis on therapeutic community and formal 

therapy functions of the clinical psychologist, one wonders whether we 

are not getting diminishing returns in emphasizing diagnostic programs 

through projective testing (except, perhaps, in very specialized in

stances) in the hospital setting -when the clinician is already spread 

too thin and might be more effectively utilizing his time in a thera

peutic and consultative milieu. 
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APPENDIX A 

SCHEMATA FOR THE ADMINISTRATION AND THE 

SCORING OF THE RORSCHACH AND PSYCHODRAMA 

Rorschach 

Group A» 

Administer 

Score 

Group B* 

Psychodrama 

Group A* Group B» 

Observe 

Score 

B Administer Observe 

Score Score 

Score Score Administer 

Score 

Administer 

Score 

# Subject numbers, groups, and diagnostic categories ware as 

followsj (numbers 1 through 20 are male, 21 through UO female.) 

Category 

Schizophrenic 

Organic 

Alcoholic 

Normal 

G R O U P  G R O U P  

2; 2; 5; 23 

6; 9; lOj 27 

12; 13j 32; 3U 

18; 19; 36; 38 

2$ 

28 

35 

39 

3; U; 21; 22; 21+ 

7; 8; 26; 29; 30 

11; 11*; 15; 31; 33 

16; 17; 20; 37; UO 
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APPENDIX B 

RORSCHACH RECORDING 5QHM 

SCORER __ 

126. 

COHE # 

p .afi F PC <?F c <?n Pf Vf EW D 4 Vf R P 

AP At Sex H "Hd 4, Ad IC dd;* Ry TJ 

I. R II. P„ 

Va. FC 4 2CF + 3C „ 

III. predom %\ V/DW D d dd IV. 

VI, 
FC + CP + C # U 

PT XT 

T b . M  

r c 

Vo. F^ 

Vd. (CF+C) absent or near
ly so; ZC less than 3, 

X. m > 2M 

YES 
EO 

VII. M _ 

VIII. H* 

XII. R < 15 

Plexor (1) 
Blocked (2) 
Sxtensor 13) 

PC < (CP+C) 

> 1 At response 

High W+; low M _ 

-&+% = 50-65 

High IK 

Low m 

XI. Crude color response 

(H+A) > (Hd+Ad) 

m 

Cn 

Ghosts, etc. _____ 

Sex 

Average T/R & 1 minute 

Low M ______ 

Cn 

3¥fo < 70 

Perseveration 

Impotence _ 

Perplexity 

XIII. F+^ k 70 

3*% < 50 

High CP 

PC > (CF+C) %1S% 20-50; + £m ley 

M s EM (in sufficient #• s) ____ 

R z 20-45 

P a 4-6 

Chromatic twioe achrom _____ 

V s 2tt (at least 3 T&) _ 
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PSYCHODRAMA RECORDING FORM 127. 

A B C  UAI'E CODE # 

I. Marked underproductlvity. 
Limited productivity. . . 
Average productivity. . . 
Overproductlvlty, . . . , 

Marked overproductlvlty . 

S I T U A T 
• N 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

II. Original 
• Incidental originality 

Conventional 

III. Abstract . 
Practical. 
Routine. , 
Tiny . . . 

IV. Precise. 
Crude. . 
Confused 

V.d Lack of affect ...... 
Minimal to maximal affect. 

VIII. Compliant; passive; dependent 
Indecisive; Immersed In obsessive doubts 

Self-assertive 

IX. Erratic; excited; fluid 
Uncontrolled; irritable 
Apathetic; disintegrated; depleted 
Headstrong; Impulsive; aggressive. 

Neutrality 
Suggestible; perplexed; submissive 
Vigorous; energetic; independent . 
Cautious?- reserved; conforming . . 
Overinhibited; depressed; rigid. . 
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PSYCHODRAMA RECORDING FORM 

CODE # ABC 

X. Ruled by immediate needs for gratification . . . 

Lack of emotional control 
Overly concerned with the body and its functions 

Overly high level of aspiration 
Mild distortion of reality perception 
Marked self-criticism 
Low tension tolerance . . 

128. 

|S]I|T|U|A IT|tTN| 
OBRliaEiaB 

XI. Emotionally explosive; hair-trigger 
Lack of critical faculty 
Weak reality testing 
Disintegrated control with some attempt to maintain. . 

Content: nightmare quality 
Content* sex 
Severe difficulty in handling reality 
Emotional reactivity ... 

XII. Limited productivity 
Short Situation Time 
Low level of emotional integration 
Disintegrated control with some attempt to maintain. . 

Difficulty in handling reality 
Perseveration 
Impotence . 
Perplexity 

•  • • • • •  

XIII. Good ego strength 
Responsive to emotional impact but controlled 

Mature spontaneity ..... 
Reasonable productivity. . 
Adequate ties to reality 
Balanced affectional needs 
Productive resources equal to level of aspiration. . . . 

\ 

VII.a Long Warm-up Time. . . 

Moderate Warm-up Time. 

Short Warm-up Time . . 

* * * * * * * * * * * *  

TOTAL 

VII.b Limited motility 
Average motility 
Marked motility. 

VI. a-c Warm-up Time ________________________ Situation Time 

Total Time Motility 

Motility 
Total Time 



•APPENDIX D 
PSYCHODRAMA RECORDING FORM 

(AREA MOVEMENT) 129, 

A B C  D A T E  C O D E  #  S I T U A T I O N  #  

/ 

Warm-up Time Situation Time 

Hesitation Time Total Time 

Motility 
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A HYPOTHETICAL I-tSCOrJING OF PSYCHODhAI.LATIC LIOWBISNT 
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APPENDIX E 

A HYPOTHETICAL RECORDING OF PSYCHODRAMATIC MOVEMENT 

Translating the graphed lines, we see that the subject left 

the Instructions Box, walked slightly right-stage into Concentric 1, 

wheeled to his left and stopped, facing the interviewer. He then 

passed somewhat indirectly into Concentric 2, finally stopping there 

in the left-stage portion. He continued to center-stage rear of 

Concentric 3> where he crouched, talking of a flower, whereupon he 

moved to center-stage rear of Concentric 2, although still facing 

forward (arrow), and sat down, speaking of eating. He then pursued 

his way through Concentric 1 rear, now facing the direction of his 

track (arrow), back to right-stage rear of Concentric 2, stopped, then 

moved to Concentric 1, and stopped again. Shortly after leaving this 

point and on his way through Concentrics 2 and 3 to Concentric U* 

the subject wheeled, facing in the wrong direction (arrow A), and then 

almost immediately faced forward once again (arrow B). In Concentric 

U he halted, then moved forward at center-stage to Concentric 1, and 

finally signified his completion of the situation by returning to the 

Instructions Box. 
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DERIVED VARIABLES (*) 

* 1. Sex 

* 2. Hospital diagnosis 

* 3. Productivity, Judge A ("A") 

* u. Productivity, Judge B ("B") 

* 5. Productivity, Judge D ("D") 

* 6. Productivity, Judges A and D ("A" & 

* 7 .  Productivity, Judges B and D (»B» & 

* 8. Originality, "A" 

* 9. Originality, «B» 

*10. Originality, "D" 

*11. Originality, nA ii & "D" 

*12. Originality, "B" & "D" 

*13. Intellectual Emphasis, "A 

*1U. Intellectual Emphasis, "B 

*15. Intellectual Emphasis, "D 

*16. Intellectual Emphasis, "A & i»D" 

*17. Intellectual Emphasis, HB & i»D« 

*18. Intellectual deliniation, A" 

*19. Intellectual deliniation, B" 

*20. Intellectual deliniation, D" 

*21. Intellectual deliniation, A" & HD" 

*22. Intellectual deliniation, B" & "D" 
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*23. Emotional control, "A" 

*2it. Emotional control, "B" 

*25. Emotional control, "D" 

*2b. Emotional control, "A" & "D" 

*27. Emotiohal control, "B" & "D" 

*28. Affect, "A" 

*29. Affect, "3" 

*30. Affect, "D" 

*31. Affect, "A" & "D" 

*32. Affect, "B" & "D'» 

*33. Self-assertiveness, "A" 

*3U. Self-assertiveness, "3" 

*35. Self-assertiveness, WD" 

*36. Self-assertiveness, "A" & "D" 

*37. Self-assertiveness, "B" & "D" 

*3B. Most likely diagnosis, "A" 

*39. Most likely diagnosis, "B" 

*uo. Most likely diagnosis, "D" 

*ia. Most likely diagnosis, "A" & »D" 

*U2. Most likely diagnosis, "B" & •ID" 

*U3. Second most likely diagnosis, "A" 

*uu. Second most likely diagnosis, »B" 

*U5. Second most likely diagnosis, "D" 
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*U6. Second most likely diagnosis, "A" & : "D" 

*U7. Second most likely diagnosis, MBII & "D" 

•
 

C
O

 

Third most likely diagnosis, "A" 

*U9. Third most likely diagnosis, "B" 

*50. Third most likely diagnosis, »D" 

*51. Third most likely diagnosis, "A" & "D" 

*5*. Third most likely diagnosis, "B" & "D" 

*53. least likely diagnosis, "A" 

*5 u. Least likely diagnosis, "3" 

*55. Least likely diagnosis, "D" 

*f>6. Least likely diagnosis, "A" & "D" 

*57. Least likely diagnosis, "B" & "D" 

58. Warm-up time (W-T), Situation 1 

59. W-T, Situation 2 

60. W-T, Situation 3 

61. W-T, Situation U 

62. W-T, Situation 5 

63. W-T, Situation 6 

6U. W-T, Situation 7 

65. W-T, Situation 8 

66. Total warm-up time 

67. Situation time (S T), Situation 1 

6b. S T, Situation 2 

69. S T, Situation 3 
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70. S T, Situation U 

71. s T, Situation 5 

72. s T, Situation 6 

73. s Tj Situation 7 

7U. s T, Situation 8 

*75. Total situation time 

76. Total time (T T), Situation 1 

77. T T, Situation 2 

78. T T, Situation 3 

79. T T> Situation U 

•
 

o
 

C
O

 

T T, Situation 5 

81. T T, Situation b 

82. T T, Situation 7 

•
 

c*
\ C
O

 
T T, Situation 8 

*8U. Total total time 

85. Hesitation time (H T), Situation 1 

86. H T, Situation 2 

C
D

 

•
 H T, Situation 3 

88. H. . T,Situation U 

89. H • T ,  Situation 5 

90. H T, Situation 6 

91. H T, Situation 7 

92. H T, Situation 8 
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93. Total hesitation time 

9U. Motility (A M), Situation 1 

95. Motility, Situation 2 

96. Motility, Situation 3 

97. Motility, Situation U 

98. Motility, Situation 5 

99. Motility, Situation 6 

100. Motility, Situation 7 

101. Motility, Situation 8 .. . 

*102. Total motility 

103. MM/ T T, Situation 1 

10U. A M / T T, Situation 2 

105. AM / IT, Situation 3 

106. A M / T T, Situation U 

107. AM/ T T, Situation 5 

108. AM/ T T, Situation 6 

109o AM/ T T, Situation 7 

110. A M / T T, Situation 8 

*111. Total Motility / Total Total time 

112. A M / S T, Situation 1 

113. A M / S T, Situation 2 

11U. AM/ ST, Situation 3 

115. A M / S T, Situation k 
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116. A M / S T, Situation 5 

117. AM/ ST, Situation 6 

118. AM/ ST, Situation 7 

119. AM/ ST, Situation 8 

*120. Total Motility / Total Situation time 

121. A M / W-T, Situation 1 

122. AM/ W-T, Situation 2 

123. A M / W-T, Situation 3 

12U. AM/ W-T, Situation k 

125. AM/ W-T, Situation 5 

126. AM/ W-T, Situation 6 

127. A M / W-T, Situation 7 

128. A M / W-T, Situation 8 

*129. Total Motility / Total Warm-up time 

*130. Choice of Rejector or Rejectee role, Situati 

*131. Total rejections 

*132. Reaction time 

*133. Participation time 

*13U. Total time 

*135. Total rejections 

*136. M, "A" 

*137. M, "B" 

*138. M, "D" 
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*139. M, "A" & "D" 

*1^0. M, "B" & "D" 

*1U1. m, "A" 

*1U2. m, "B" 

«1U3- m, "D" 

*li*U. FM, "A" 

*1U5. FM, "B" 

*1/|£>. FM, "D" 

1U7. F, "A" 

•
 

C
O

 3
 F, "B" 

Ih9. F, "D" 

*150. FK, "A" 

*151. FK, "B" 

*152. FK, "D" 

*153. FC, "A" 

*15U. FC, "B" 

*155. FC, "D" 

*156. CF, "A" 

*157. CF, »B" 

*15 8. CF, "D" • 

*159. C, "A" 

*160. C, "B" 
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*161. C, "D" 

*162. Cn, "A" 

*163. Cn, "B" 

*16U. Cn, "D» 

165. F , "A" 

166. F , "B" 

167. F , »D» 

168. W, "AW" 

169. W, "B" 

170. W, "D" 

171. DW, "A" 

172. DW, "B" 

173. ' DW, "D" 

17U. D, "A" 

175. D, "B" 

176. D, "D" 

177. d, "A" 

178. d, "B" 

179. d, "D" 

180. dd, "A" 

181. dd, "B" 

182. dd, "D" 

*18 3. W , "A" 

*18U. W , "B" 
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£ CD
 

vn
 

•
 

w , "D" 

18b. R, "A" 

I—
1 

OD
 

•
 

R, "B" 

18b. R, "D" 

*189. R, "A" & "D" 

*190. R, IIQII & IIDH 

*191. P, "A" 

*192. P, 11B" 

*193. P, "D» 

*19b. P, "A" & "D" 

*195. P, "B" & "D" 

*196. Achromatic (Ac), "A" 

*197. Ac, i'B" 

*198. Ac, »D'i 

*199. At, "A" 

*200. At, 11311 

*201. At, "D" 

#202. Sex , "A" 

*203. Sex , "B" 

*20U. Sex , "D" 

*205. n, "A" 
*2 Ob. F56, "B« 

*207. n, "D" 
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*208. F%, "A" & "D" 

*209. F%, "B" & "D" 

*210. H, "A" 

*211. H, "B" 

*212. H, "D" 

*213. Hd, "A" 

*211+. Hd, "B" 

*215. Hd, »'D» 

*216. A, "A" 

*217. A, "B" 

*218. A, "D" 

*219. Ad, "A" 

*220, Ad, "B" 

*221. Ad, "D" 

222. C, "A" 

•
 

CV
J 

C
M

 

C, "B" 

22U. C, «D« 

*225. F %, "A" 

#226. F %, »B» 

*227. F %, «D» 

*228. F %, "A" & »D» 

*229. F %, "B" & "D» 
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*230. HI56, "A" 

*231. W56, "B" 

*232. W$, "D" 

*233. BW%, "A" 

*23U. DW^, «B» 

*235. DW$, »D" 

*236. Dg, "A" 

*237. D,d, "B" 

*238. Dg, "D" 

*239. d%, "A" 

*2U0. d$, "B" 

*2U1. d%, "D" 

*21i2. dd%, "A" 

*2U3. •dd%, "B" 

*21jii. ddjS, "D" 

2U5. Predominant Location, "A" 

2U6. Predominant Location, "B" 

2U7. Predominant Location, »D" 

*2U«. Predominant Location, "A" 

*2U9. Predominant Location, "B" 

250. Chromatic Ratio , "A" 

251. Chromatic Ratio, "B" 

252. Chromatic Ratic , "D" 
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*253. Chromatic Ratio, "A" & »D" 

*251;. Chromatic Ratio, "B" & "D" 

255. Chromatic Presence, "A" 

256. Chromatic Presence, "B" 

257. Chromatic Presence, rtD" 

*25B. Chromatic Presence, "A" & !,D" 

*259. Chromatic Presence, "B" & "D" 

260. Erlebnistyp, "A" 

261. Erlebnistyp, "B" 

262. Erlebnistyp, "D" 

*263. Erlebnistyp, "A" & "D" 

*26iu Erlebnistyp, "B" & "D" 

265. M (III), "A" 

266. M (III), »B» 

267. M (III), "D" 

*26 b. M (III), "A" & "D" 

*269. M (III), "B" & "D" 

*270. Most likely diagnosis, "A" 

*271. Most likely diagnosis, «B« 

*272. Most likely diagnosis, 

*273. Most likely diagnosis, "A" & 

*27U. Most likely diagnosis, "B" & 

275. Second most likely diagnosis, 
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276. Second most likely diagnosis , "B" 

277. Second most likely diagnosis , »D» 

278. Second most likely diagnosis , "A" & "D" 

279. Second most likely diagnosis , "B" & t»Dii 

280. Third most likely diagnosis, "A" 

281. Third most likely diagnosis, »B» 

282. Third most likely diagnosis, «D" 

•
 

C
O

 C
M

 

Third most likely diagnosis, "A" & I'D" 

•
 

-Z
t 

G
O

 rv
i 

Third most likely diagnosis, "B" & »'D» 

•#285. Least likely diagnosis, "A" 

*286. Least likely diagnosis, "E" 

*287. Least likely diagnosis, "D" 

*288. Least likely diagnosis, "A" & ••D" 

*2b9. Least likely diagnosis, "B" & "D" 

(•ft)* Variables numbered 3 through 131 refer to the psychodraraa. 

Variables numbered 132 through 289 refer to the Rorschach. 

* : Variables so marked are treated in the main body of the text. 


